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Preface 
This thesis marks the end of my Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering at the University of Parma, 

which began in November 2020 and ended in January 2022, with a 3-month extension due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

My research focused on the characterization of the mechanical properties of metal 

fabricated by additive manufacturing, particularly laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF). The activity 

during these years was oriented toward understanding the effect of the process on the fatigue 

properties of materials produced with this technology and how to implement this technology's 

potential in designing and producing structural components for high-performance applications. 

During my studies, I investigated the properties of different materials produced by L-PBF, 

including Inconel718, Ti6242, Al2024 and AlSi10Mg and published several scientific 

contributions. 

I had the opportunity to spend three months at the European Space Agency (ESA) at 

ESTEC in the Netherlands, where I continued my research at their facilities on the 

characterization of IN718 manufactured by L-PBF. This experience allowed me to gain valuable 

insights into the potential of additive manufacturing for use in space applications. 

In addition to my academic research, I also had the opportunity to collaborate with the 

company Beam IT, which provided samples for my studies and offered an industrial perspective 

on my work. This collaboration helped to give my research a practical, real-world focus and 

allowed me to apply my findings to the design of components for use in the industry. 

The overall goal of the activity presented in this thesis is the know-how integration needed 

for the development of safety-critical structural parts fabricated by L-PBF and its practical 

validation. I explored the different aspects to consider when dealing with metal additive 

manufacturing, like methods and tools for the design, fabrication and testing of parts and how to 

apply them to a significant case study identified in the automotive sector. The present work 

presents a workflow to design, produce and qualify a structural component produced by L-PBF, 

going through the different phases that need to be considered and discussing the various stages of 

realization that lead to the production of actual parts and their testing.  
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Abstract 
Additive manufacturing (AM) is an innovative and game-changing technology that, thanks 

to freedom that guarantees in the design of the parts, help in obtaining lightweight structure that, 

when applied to the automotive application, would help improve performance and reduce fuel 

consumption and carbon emissions. This work focused on thoroughly understanding the design, 

development, and qualification process for a fatigue-critical component made of L-PBF metal 

alloy for use in the automotive industry. In addition, the research examined how various factors, 

such as part geometry, loading conditions, L-PBF process parameters, post-processing, and 

surface roughness, impact the finished component's material properties and mechanical 

properties.  

The main goals of this study are to outline an integrated approach for the design of metal 

additive manufacturing parts. Including topological optimization of the geometry, simulation of 

the AM process, fabrication of the components using an industrial-grade L-PBF system and 

AlSi10Mg alloy powder, and evaluation of the structural integrity through fatigue testing under 

realistic conditions. The project's goal was to establish a comprehensive workflow for creating 

and evaluating fatigue-critical L-PBF metal components, guiding future research efforts in AM, 

and aligning with current industry requirements and standards. 
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Introduction 
Additive manufacturing (AM), particularly Laser Powder bed fusion, is an innovative 

technology that empowers designers and industries to create high-performance parts characterized 

by complex geometry, with reduced material waste, increased design freedom, and at the same 

time, gaining faster production and improved performance. These capabilities can be beneficial 

for industries requiring specialized components since they can lead to cost savings, reduced 

environmental impact, increased competitiveness for businesses, and the exploration of 

innovative fields of application. 

The focus of this Ph.D. project was to gain a thorough understanding of the design, 

development, and qualification process for fatigue-critical components made of L-PBF metal 

alloy for use in the automotive industry. The activity required examining how various factors such 

as part geometry, loading conditions, L-PBF process parameters, post-processing, microstructure, 

and surface roughness impact the properties of the component and how current simulation tools 

and prediction methods can be used to predict fatigue behavior. It is worth noting that while much 

of the research on fatigue in AM metals has focused on specimens, this project aimed to develop 

and assess the entire workflow for creating and qualifying fatigue-critical L-PBF metal parts. 

The objective of this research is to fully develop an integrated workflow, starting with the 

identification of components, progressing through the various stages of the development of parts, 

and ending with the production of a set of real parts that can be tested to develop a design model 

to predict the fatigue behavior of parts produced by L-PBF. The current work involved the 

collaboration with the company Beamit, which has expertise in additive manufacturing and is a 

leader in the production of powder bed metal components. The dialogue with them helped identify 

the key steps in using this technology, such as defining component application, material selection, 

and optimizing the component features. It also enabled the opportunity to gain valuable insights 

and knowledge about the latest developments and trends in additive manufacturing, which can 

inform future research and development efforts and ensure that the work is relevant to current 

industry needs and practices. 

The present thesis is organized as follows: 

The first chapter will outline the context and area in which additive manufacturing 

technology is currently flourishing and expanding, beginning with the first application and the 

industrial interest that, in the past year, has drawn attention from various sectors, particularly 

those with a focus on high-performance applications. It includes the description of L-PBF 
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technology, the potential and limits of the technology, and the issues that, due to the technology's 

infancy and slow diffusion, still need to be resolved, particularly in terms of material 

characterization and standard method qualification and industrial examples. 

The second chapter introduces and explains the methods used to investigate the structural 

optimization and fatigue behavior of additively manufactured components. It presents a specific 

case study and details the steps involved in producing the components, including design, 

optimization, numerical simulation, production, and testing. The chapter also introduces an 

innovative method for characterizing the mechanical properties of metal using miniature samples 

and describes the testing setup used to evaluate the components.  

The third chapter presents the results of these procedures, including the results of numerical 

simulations of the structural response and fabrication process and fatigue testing at the specimen 

level and component level to support the part design and qualification.  

The fourth chapter discusses the experimental methodology, highlighting relevant results 

and outlining the key points that should be addressed during part design and future development. 

The fifth and final chapter presents the main conclusions drawn from the study and provides 

the outlook for future developments in metal AM part development. 
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1 Background 
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1.1 Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing, is a revolutionary technology that has 

the potential to revolutionize the way products are made, enabling the production of custom, one-

of-a-kind items with unprecedented speed and precision[1], in addition to the potential of reducing 

waste and increasing sustainability in the manufacturing process, it is becoming an important 

option in a wide range of industries, from aerospace and automotive to medical and consumer 

products [2], [3]. Although the frequent definition uses the phrase "3D Printing" to refer to all 

Additive Manufacturing techniques, numerous unique procedures differ in their layer-by-layer 

manufacturing method[4]. 3D printing technology first appeared in the United States, with the 

company 3D system technology that was the pioneer in introducing photopolymerization of 

thermoset polymers using UV light, with subsequent stratification of the material layer by layer, 

allowing to build final component starting from a three-dimensional file[5]. Since then, 

technology has advanced dramatically, and the focus has shifted from polymers to metals as the 

potential of the fabrication approach was recognized[6]. 

Various industries, such as aerospace, automotive, and biomedical, demonstrate an 

increasing interest in additive manufacturing (AM) techniques, promoting its rapid development. 

This enthusiasm is due to the unique advantages of these processes: the ability to produce complex 

and customized parts in a near-net-shape, reduce the parts’ weight, limited tooling, and reduced 

lead-time. The increasing attention being paid to AM technology in recent years is evident in the 

trend of industrial research and patent applications registered by the European Patent Office 

(EPO), reported in Figure 1, and the continuing increase in the number of industrial applications 

highlights the significance of the technology among numerous stakeholders[7]. 

3D printing offers a range of advantages over traditional manufacturing techniques, 

including the ability to create highly customized parts with intricate designs and integrated 

functions, faster time-to-market, reduced material usage and resources, and increased conformity 

to customer specifications. The technology also enables the creation of geometric features that 

would be impossible to be produced with traditional methods and allows for the design and 

production of lightweight components with precise control over material properties such as 

density and stiffness[8]. The benefits of AM techniques, such as freeform manufacturing 

capability, material savings, and mass customization, contribute to the growing use of AM 

techniques in the aerospace, automotive, biomedical, and other engineering industries[9], [10].  
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Figure 1- Additive manufacturing-related patent application in the period time from 2000 to 
2018 – Source European Patent Office 

 

In recent years, standards were formulated that classify the Additive Manufacturing 

processes into seven categories depending on the material and machine technology used [11], 

[12]. 

1. VAT Photopolymerization uses liquid photopolymer resin, out of which the model is 

constructed layer by layer. 

2. Material Jetting creates objects layer by layer with material sprayed on the build platform. 

3. Binder Jetting process combines powder-based material and a binder that are alternatively 

deposited to generate the final part. 

4. Material Extrusion, defined as Fused deposition modeling (FDM), is a common material 

extrusion process. Material is drawn through a nozzle, heated, and deposited layer by 

layer.  

5. Sheet Lamination processes bond together thin sheets of material layer by layer to form 

a single piece. 

6. Directed Energy Deposition (DED) is a more complex printing process commonly used 

to repair or add additional material to existing components.  

7. Powder Bed Fusion process includes Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), Electron beam 

melting (EBM), Selective laser melting (SLM), and Selective lase sintering (SLS) that 

uses an energy source selectively to melt the powder of a specific material and to build a 

component layer by layer. SLM and EBM are now identified with the unifying acronyms 

L-PBF and EB-PBF, where PBF stands for Powder Bed Fusion. 
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L-PBF is currently the most developed metal AM technology holding a majority of the 

industrial market. L-PBF is the process of selectively melting metal powder layer by layer to 

realize high-performance parts typically characterized by complex geometries and high density. 

The terminology adopted by ISO/ASTM 52911-1:2019[13] is Powder Bed Fusion by Laser Beam 

or PBF-LB in technical documentation. Therefore, the term “Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF)” 

is used in this work. 

 

7 FAMILIES OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING  

 

Figure 2 - Seven distinct categories of additive manufacturing technology acknowledged 
by ISO/ASTM standards (ISO/ASTM 52900) 

 

1.2 Laser powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) 
The most extensively used additive manufacturing metal technology for industrial 

production is L-PBF,  with a wide range of uses in the aerospace, medical, and automotive sectors. 

Moreover, this technology will be even more used in the future due to its clear advantages over 

conventional manufacturing techniques, including the possibility to produce high-complex parts, 

cost reduction, mass customization and part consolidation [8], [14], [15].  

The global metal additive manufacturing market was valued at $2.6 billion in 2021 and is 

projected to reach $14.1 billion by 2031[16]. 

The projected average annual growth rate from 2021 to 2026 is predicted to be steady across 

various regions worldwide, with significant growth anticipated in the near future.[17] 

L-PBF process has many benefits, such as increased design freedom that enable the 

production of complex parts, part consolidation and light-weighting, but it is a difficult process 

that faces several scientific and technological issues that must be resolved to make the technology 

more economically sustainable and to properly adopt it; a thorough scientific understanding of 

the technology is required and one of the key considerations in the used of L-PBF be aware of the 

limitations of the technology to maximize the benefits it offers. 
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L-PBF has several advantages but also many drawbacks that need to be considered to fully 

embrace the technology and allow the technology to be widely adopted. 

The key benefits of this technology primarily involve streamlining the manufacturing 

process and the capability to create specialized components with greater efficiency:  

 TOOL REDUCTION: 3D CAD model is used to directly produce improved parts without 

new tooling required. 

 MATERIAL SAVING: Additive manufacturing creates less waste and uses less raw material 

compared to traditional subtractive manufacturing technologies. 

 GEOMETRIC FLEXIBILITY and DESIGN FREEDOM: AM enables the production of 

highly complex parts that are not possible to be produced otherwise and enable the use of 

optimization method to improve strength-to-weight ratios of the parts. 

 PART CONSOLIDATION: AM allows for the production of integrated assemblies of parts, 

reducing the overall number of parts and avoiding welding between different parts. 

 TIME-SAVING: Time-to-market reduction and supply chain logistics simplification 

Even if this technology is revolutionizing the industry, AM processes also build up some new 

challenges due to the intrinsic defects and peculiar surface roughness, which can lower the 

mechanical properties, especially fatigue performances. There are also several drawbacks that 

hamper the widespread adoption of this technology, particularly due to the preliminary stages and 

development of the technology and the need to manage many variables that affect the final output: 

 POST PROCESSING: is often required and resource intensive post-processing, including 

support removal and machining, may be required for improved surface finish and accuracy 

 SIZE LIMITED: The dimension of the manufacturing chamber is limited; small parts can be 

efficiently produced using AM, but the overall size is usually limited for L-PBF. 

 PROCESS CONTROL: The finished part is affected by a wide range of variables, including 

build speed and component orientation, and this variation changes the part's material 

properties. 

 SURFACE FINISH: The precision and finishes provided by machining cannot be matched 

by AM techniques. As a result, depending on their intended purpose, items created through 

additive fabrication can need additional processing. 

 LACK OF PROCESS STANDARDS: Lack of industry-wide adoption also contributes to the 

lack of standards, but as the technology becomes more prevalent, standards will likely be 

developed for consistent, high-quality production. 
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 COST: the process is recognized as particularly expensive because of the high cost of the 

metal powder, the energy for the manufacturing equipment and the workforce for preparation 

and post-process activities on the job. 

 

1.3 Industrial applications of L-PBF 
The evolution and advancement of the Laser powder bed technology have attracted the 

attention of many industrial sectors that, during recent years, were positively convinced by the 

AM technology potential and started introducing L-PBF manufacturing as a consistent production 

technology used for the fabrication of components[18].  

AM finds application in the automotive and aerospace sectors, where light, resistant 

components with a high degree of customization are required. Recently an increasing use of this 

technique was registered because it can respond to structural optimization problems, thanks to the 

ability to create very complex geometries, with high flexibility and customization, without giving 

up excellent mechanical properties. 

Wohlers associates surveyed service providers, machine manufacturers, and producers of 

materials and desktop 3D printers to determine which industries they serve and the approximate 

revenue in percent they receive. According to the findings, the top four industries for AM are 

automotive (16.4%), consumer products/electronics (15.4%), aerospace (14.7%), and 

medical/dental (13.9%)[19].  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3 – a) AMOS-17 command horn antenna BOEING; b) GE Aviation additively-
produced fuel nozzle tips for the LEAP engine 

 

The aerospace industry was the pioneer in the use of L-PBF. Boeing has been engaged in 

additive manufacturing research with a number of components already created (Figure 3a) and 

integrated into space launch systems[20], [21]. One of the first important applications 
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demonstrating that L-PBF is a serial manufacturing technology is the fuel nozzle for GE Aviation 

LEAP jet engine (Figure 3b) [22].  

Moving to the automotive sector, Bugatti has designed and built one of the largest 

topology-optimized titanium parts with L-PBF (Figure 4a). The new titanium brake caliper 

weighs just 2.9 kg resulting in a weight saving of over 40% compared to a conventional brake 

caliper[23]. Divergent developed a completed new approach for high-performance manufacturing 

cars called Divergent Adaptive Production System (DAPS) involving the use of 3D printed metal 

nodes that would use intelligent robotics to create a lightweight, high-performance car (Figure 

4b) with a completely optimized structure[24].  

Motorsport is eagerly interested in AM since traditional production cycles and processes 

are unable to keep up with the demands of the motor racing industry. Formula 1 teams, for 

example, are required to develop and produce complex parts between races, sometimes even 

overnight. Additive Manufacturing (AM) has the potential to transform the manufacturing 

process[25]. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 4 –a) Bugatti 3D-printed brake caliper; b) view inside the engine bay of Czinger 21C. 

 

The capacity to highly customize products and the compatibility of biological structure and 

material made it possible to apply the technology for dental implants and articulation prosthetics, 

making the medical sector one of the most consolidated. PBF technologies offer economic 

advantages for individualized patient-specific and low-cost production of medical device products 

and are already extensively used for many applications[26], [27]. 

The sports equipment sector shows recent important L-PBF applications. In 2022 the bike 

company Pinarello designed and produced with L-PBF the frame of a high-performance road bike 

(Figure 5). The bike embraced the potential of the AM technology to create the customized shape 

specifically designed on the anatomical position and body of the rider Filippo Ganna, who, with 

the innovative bike, was able to beat the world record on the distance covered in one hour. The 

frame material was Scalmalloy [28], [29] an innovative Aluminum-scandium alloy specifically 
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developed for AM application. The design freedom also allowed to embody some aerodynamical 

features and graded volume to optimize the shape and the performance of the bike[30].  

 

Figure 5 –Pinarello’s Bolide F HR 3D features an additively manufactured Scalmalloy frame 

 

Additive manufacturing was also implemented by Bastion Cycles in manufacturing the 

bike frames for Australian Cycling Team for the 2020 Olympics; however, the AM handlebar 

failed, causing an athlete to fall onto the track. This prompted a thorough investigation into the 

failure helping in recognizing the reason and learning an important lesson in design part 

manufactured by L-PBF [31]. This example illustrates the importance of following a standardized 

workflow when producing additively manufactured parts. By focusing on the most important 

steps and striving to achieve the best and most reliable solution, it is possible to produce high-

quality parts. 

 
 

1.4 The L-PBF technology 
Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is the most advanced additive manufacturing process. It 

produces near-net-shape metal components of high geometrical accuracy unmatched by 

traditional forming technologies, such as casting and forging. Casting can produce complex 

shapes, but the surface roughness and defect content are higher than L-PBF. Forging is limited in 

geometrical complexity. Further, they both require important tooling investments.  

The main reason of interest for the L-PBF technology for various industrial sectors is its 

process reliability and repeatability. However, a distinctive aspect of the L-PBF process is the 

complex interaction among many factors that determine various interrelated physical processes 

influencing the final part quality. A successful part production by L-PBF is the result of the 

fundamental process qualification phase 

The L-PBF process can be interpreted as the result of the superposition of more than 130 

input parameters[32] and the interaction of many subprocesses, including the absorption and 

reflection of laser radiation, heat and mass transfer, phase transformation, moving interface 

between phases, gas and fluid dynamics, chemical reaction solidification and evaporation, 
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shrinkage, deformation. The laser beam interacts with a layer of metal powder that has been 

redeposited on the base plate generating the single-track that represents the fundamental structural 

building block; when many single tracks are integrated into one layer, a three-dimensional object 

is produced. A detail representation of the interaction between the laser and the material powder 

substrate is represented in Figure 6, reproducing the localized melting of the material by the 

energy source. 

 

Figure 6 - Interaction between the source of energy and the powder material in the L-PBF 
process 

 

 

Figure 7 – Four main factors that are responsible for the final quality of an L-PBF part and 
related properties 

 

The final quality of components fabricated by L-PBF is affected by four major sets of 

parameters: material-dependent parameters, machine parameters, process parameters, and post-

process parameters. All these elements need to be considered because they control the 

effectiveness and quality of the final part description, and their role is evaluated and qualified by 

testing and inspecting the produced parts.  
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Figure 7 graphically shows the links between the four parameter sets and the specific 

influencing factors that are to be optimized for effective L-PBF processing. The main aspects of 

each group are discussed in the following sections. 

 

1.4.1  AM Fabrication Systems 

The good operability of the hardware is a key element for the technology to guarantee a 

high quality of the final part as well as the control of the conditions under which fabrication 

methods operate. The central elements of the L-PBF systems are the laser scanning system, the 

powder delivery system and powder deposition system, the build platform movement system, the 

powder removal system, the gas supply system and the filtration system.  

 

 

Figure 8 – L-PBF process: laser-material interaction and representation of a L-PBF 
fabrication system 

 

Figure 8 shows the schematic representation of the Laser Powder Bed Fusion process with 

the illustration of the interaction between the source of energy, the laser, that selectively melts the 

metal powder to produce the final object layer-by-layer.  

One to four laser sources are used in modern L-PBF systems to selectively melts regions 

of a powder bed. The powder deposition system applies a uniform layer of powder to the base 

plate on which the objects are manufactured; the substrate material must ideally correspond to the 

powder material or be similar in chemical composition to match each other in weldability. Soft 

blade recoaters are used to spread the powder layer to not experience process failures. The L-PBF 

process is carried out in an inert gas atmosphere to protect the metal material from oxidation and 

to prevent contamination of the powder layer, which can negatively affect the quality of the 

manufactured parts, a filtration system is used, and an inert gas flow is used to remove spatter 

particles from laser-powder interaction zone that can lead to defects in L-PBF parts.  
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1.4.2 Process parameters 

To create high-quality 3D L-PBF parts that have a high density, good surface finish, and 

strong mechanical properties, it is important to carefully select and adjust the process parameters 

for each type of alloy being used in the manufacturing process. In the L-PBF process, many 

parameters affect the quality and performance of the final part, like the layer thickness that 

represents the height of each substrate and the hatch distance, that is the distance between each 

scanning line; the laser beam moves over the build plate with a specific scanning speed, and 

defined laser power. Different scanning strategies can be selected to control the material 

properties and uniform the microstructure of the material between the different layers. The 

qualification of the process and the identification of the best combination of process parameters 

is the central activity in research activities on additive manufacturing. Components characterized 

by surface produced with a critical angle with respect to the build platform require supports 

structures that are necessary to consolidate the part to the built plate and dissipate the heat; support 

structures help in avoiding deformation during manufacturing and guarantee a convenient and 

straightforward separation of the finished part from the base plate[33]. 

 
Figure 9- Example of a qualitative representation of optimal processing map and list of 

undesirable printed features and defects 

 

The optimal window of process parameters combination for every type of material is the 

main goal of the development and qualification of the L-PBF process for serial production in the 

industry. Sub-optimal process parameters can lead to a multitude of defects and unwanted 

features, such as poor surface finish, dimensional inaccuracies, and flawed material properties, 

which can all lead to structural failure or result in the product not meeting quality requirements. 

Optimal process maps, as the qualitative example of Figure 9, support process qualification and 

ensure consistent and high-quality part production. 
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1.4.3 Post-processing 

Parts manufactured using the L-PBF process may not meet all product requirements 

directly in the “as-built” state; therefore, post-processing is often required to achieve the final 

condition. One of the biggest obstacles to the adoption of additive manufacturing in many 

industrial sectors is the cost of the entire cycle, from powder to post-processing. Different 

analyses found that pre- and post-manufacturing processes can account for up to 40% of the cost 

of additive manufacturing products [34]. The definition of efficient post treatments is receiving 

more attention, and postprocessing techniques for parts made using additive manufacturing, 

which are frequently customized, are developing quickly. Post-processing can primarily aid in 

reducing the overall porosity, undesirable residual stresses, microstructural directionality, and 

irregular surface morphology induced by the removal of the support structures[35]. 

One of the main advantages of additive manufacturing is the ability to create parts with 

little to no need for post-processing, but sometimes the final surface may require some 

intervention, especially when it comes to support removal and surface uniformization. Poor 

quality and high roughness can have a negative impact on performance, particularly in terms of 

fatigue behavior[36]. Surface morphology is mainly described by the layer-by-layer deposition 

process, the presence of partially melted powders particles,  spatters during the localized melting, 

or imprecise support removal; all these factors can lead to an irregular surface that can hinder the 

functionality of L-PBF parts and their interaction with the environment[37]. Improvements in 

microstructure to obtain isotropic mechanical properties and tensile residual stress relaxation can 

be expected by performing specific heat treatment on the additively manufactured part. Material-

specific heat treatments and highly effective surface finishing are employed to reach the best part 

quality. 

An investigation of the effect of surface post-treatments aimed at efficiently removing the 

support structure from a component was performed during my study stay at European Space 

Agency ESA in Noordwijk (NL). The focus of the study was the assessment of an electrochemical 

surface post-treatment capability to remove the typical L-PBF building supports and to reduce the 

overall surface roughness from Inconel 718 specimens. Fatigue tests, tensile tests and roughness 

measurements were performed to determine the different responses of the L-PBF Inconel 718 

alloy in the presence of the as-built surface state, a jet-blasted surface, and the electrochemically 

processed surface condition (Figure 10). The main outcomes of this activity are being included in 

a manuscript to be submitted for publication. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 10 – View of surfaces after support removal according to different methods: a) 
reference condition due to manual support removal; b) support removal by jet-blasting; 

c)support removal by the electrochemical process 

 

1.4.4 Materials 

Powder bed technologies are based on the use of gas-atomized metal powder that must have 

the right chemical composition, particle form, size distribution, and flowability since these 

properties of the material have a direct impact on the L-PBF process and final result. The 

morphology of dust particles influences two important properties: packing capacity and sliding 

ability determining the quality of the final component, the packing capacity of the powders is 

related to per part porosity, and the sliding capacity of the particles determines the quality of the 

powder layer that is spread before being melted by the laser [38]–[40]. 

Many alloys are usually used for the fabrication of parts using L-PBF, and new materials 

are continuously studied to be introduced for production and answer the request of high-

performance applications [41].  

The more common alloys for the fabrication by in laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) are: 

1. Aluminum alloys are widely used in L-PBF due to their low density and high strength-

to-weight ratio. They are commonly used in the aerospace, automotive, and defense 

industries, as well as in consumer products and sporting goods[42]. 

2. Stainless steel: Stainless steel alloys are popular in L-PBF due to their corrosion 

resistance and mechanical properties[43].  

3. Cobalt chrome: Cobalt chrome alloys are known for their high strength and wear 

resistance, making them useful in L-PBF in the aerospace and medical industries[44]. 

4. Titanium: Titanium alloys are widely used in L-PBF due to their high strength-to-weight 

ratio, corrosion resistance, and biocompatibility. They are commonly used in the 

aerospace, defense, and medical industries, as well as in the oil and gas sector[45]. 
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5. Inconel: Inconel alloys are known for their high-temperature strength and corrosion 

resistance, making them useful in L-PBF for applications in the aerospace, defense, and 

energy industries[46]. 

6. Other alloys that are used in L-PBF include copper, brass, and bronze. These alloys may 

be used in applications such as electrical and thermal management.  

The research activity of this Ph.D. study period has been devoted to different L-PBF metals 

and their fatigue behavior. While the focus of this dissertation is on L-PBF AlSi10Mg, a widely 

used alloy for lightweight applications, investigation of other metal alloys provided a valuable 

overall picture of the current evolution of L-PBF technology. Fatigue samples of Inconel 718, an 

established Nickel-based superalloy widely used in the aerospace industry for high-temperature 

applications, were produced using different L-PBF systems with optimized process parameters. 

The relationships among process parameters, as-built surface quality, build direction and fatigue 

strength were investigated in detail and the main results were reported in [47]–[49]. More 

recently, the innovative Al2024- RAM2 aluminum alloy was also investigated and the test results 

describe the dependence of the fatigue properties on the surface roughness, material 

microstructure, and directional fabrication[50]. Similarly, the fatigue strength of Ti6242, a 

titanium alloy commonly used in high-pressure compressors of jet engines and recently qualified 

for serial L-PBF production by Beam-It, was investigated in dependence on the surface roughness, 

material microstructure, and directional fabrication. Results are going to be published shortly. 

 

1.5 Technology-dependent factors affecting L-PBF 

parts 
When designing and producing parts via L-PBF, it is essential to ensure that components 

can fulfill the functional objectives and design standards, which calls for rigorous evaluation of 

the various production process phases, material properties, and component characteristics. The 

components' resilience to keep their structural integrity over time is crucial to confirm that the 

parts are created and constructed to withstand the environment for which they are intended[18]. 

To completely comprehend and regulate the behavior of these materials, it is essential to 

characterize the mechanical properties of L-PBF materials. This is crucial in sectors like aviation, 

energy, and aerospace, where accurate validation of components and procedures is necessary. To 

ensure the safety and dependability of materials used in these industries, tight rules frequently call 

for careful control over their mechanical qualities.  
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To ensure that metals manufactured using L-PBF meet the necessary performance 

requirements, it is important to evaluate their properties. Material testing involves conducting 

standardized tests, such as tensile and compression tests, to determine the strength, stiffness, and 

ductility of L-PBF parts. When designing a part for use in a specific environment, it is important 

to consider the several types of loads that the part may be subjected to, including static and 

dynamic, that can have an impact on the behavior and properties of the concerning structural 

application. Fatigue occurs because of repeated loading and unloading cycles, can affect the 

durability and reliability of the part, especially in structural applications. Factors such as the part's 

geometry, stress distribution, and internal properties can all influence its fatigue behavior and it 

is essential to consider these factors in the design and selection of materials for L-PBF parts to 

ensure their performance and reliability. 

The layer-by-layer nature of L-PBF determines the formation of unique surface 

morphology and microstructures within the finished part, resulting in different mechanical and 

physical properties compared to conventionally produced parts. There are several features that 

describe the mechanical properties of components manufactured using L-PBF, including surface 

roughness, material microstructure, defects distribution, and residual stresses, and the 

combination of all these features play a significant role in determining the overall characteristics 

of the component. 

Since these factors have been extensively investigated on different L-PBF metals during 

this Ph.D. activity, a discussion of the relevant available literature can be found in the published 

contributions by this author. 

 

1.5.1 Surface morphology 

The L-PBF surface morphology is defined by various phenomena, ranging from stair-step 

effects due to the layer-wise manufacturing method, the layer thickness, the size of powder, and 

interactions within the melt pool[51]. Upward (upskin) and downward (downskin) surfaces are 

distinct from one another, with downskin frequently being rougher and having lower surface 

quality than upskin [48].  

Surface morphology is affected by support removal in the area in contact with the support 

material and accurate removal operations are required to avoid negative effects on the final part. 

Surfaces in contact with the powder during solidification result in the attachment of residual 

particles and consequent higher surface roughness[52]–[54].  
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Figure 11 – a) Specimen orientation and denomination; b) Surface morphology and 
near-surface microstructure obtained observed on IN718 samples (the black arrows indicated 

the build direction) [48]. 

 

The effect of the process on the surface morphology of different L-PBF metals to 

understand the effect of the morphology on the mechanical properties of the AM parts has been 

studied intensively by this author. The orientation of the part in the build chamber is the main 

factor determining the final quality of the part, as reported in Figure 11. Characterization of the 

surface roughness with different measurement techniques and subsequent correlation with the 

mechanical response was presented in [47], [55]. Further, the severity of surface roughness can 

be compared to a system of micro notches acting as possible crack initiation points, thus 

generating local stress concentrations that contribute to reducing the fatigue performance of parts. 

This aspect was studied using FE simulation by reproducing the surface profile as a series of 

notches. The numerical results proved that the higher the surface roughness, the higher the stress 

concentration at the notch roots of the roughness profile[56]. 

 

1.5.2 Material microstructure 

The build orientation affects the solidification and the properties of the material's 

microstructure. The microstructure is described by the shape of the melt pool generated during 

the manufacturing process, as well as by the hatching distance and contour parameters of the 

different parts of the component. The melt pool shape, hatching, and contour parameters describe 

the geometric features of the component and how the mechanical properties are influenced[57]. 

This can cause material anisotropy determined by the defects distribution that changes the 
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mechanical response of the material and by the orientation of the grains, which are usually 

elongated in the direction of the thermal gradient. [58]. The high thermal gradients and 

solidification rates in L-PBF can result in the formation of a very fine cellular or cellular-dendritic 

microstructure[59], [60].  

 

 

Figure 12-Different areas of the samples microsection shows peculiar feature caused 
by the specific orientation and build direction and the selected process parameters [61]. 

 

To clarify how the microstructure depends on the parameters of the L-PBF process, and 

therefore it may be directional, Figure 12 shows the cross-sectional views of chemically etched 

AlSi10Mg in the as-built state studied in [61]. Depending on the sectioning plane, the surface 

may be formed by contour layers (parallel (B) or perpendicular (C) to the plane) or hatching layers 

(A-). Defects (small gas pores) are observed in the contour layers, while the hatch microstructure 

appears defect-free. 

 

 

1.5.3 Defects distribution 

The formation of defects in L-PBF parts is an issue that affects the performance and 

reliability of components. Studying the mechanisms behind pore formation and developing 

methods to reduce or eliminate them, allow to improve the application of the technology in critical 

functions[62]. The formation of internal defects, such as pores and lack of fusion can reduce the 

strength and durability of components; defects can occur in various sizes, shapes, and 

distributions, and can be difficult to control, making it challenging to ensure consistent 

qualification of the parts[63], [64]. Porosities in L-PBF parts are typically small, rounded and 
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uniformly distributed, minimizing the risk of crack initiation; Lack of fusion (LoF) and keyhole 

defects are can occur in L-PBF parts because of inefficient melting of the powder and keyhole 

porosities are generated by the formation of void in the melt pool leaving a trapped vapor cavity 

in the material as it solidifies [65], [66]. Their presence is particularly detrimental for fatigue 

application because their irregular shape lead to crack initiation and propagation, reducing the 

operation of the parts[67], [68]. 

 

  

Figure 13 – a) Microstructure of the L-PBF-densified sample showing pores in a view 
perpendicular to the build-up direction. [64], b) Annotated as-built material microstructure 

images  [66] 

 

Our experience with AM metals produced according to qualified production processes by 

Beamit has demonstrated near-theoretical material density and internal defects of very small 

dimensions. Since the fatigue properties of parts with surfaces in their as-built condition was our 

research focus because its practical significance (i.e. cost containment), we observed that fatigue 

crack initiation always initiated from the surface irregularities where stress concentration is higher 

than at small internal defects. However, internal flaws of dimension above of a threshold value 

may critical in fatigue when the surfaces are polished. 

1.5.4 Residual stresses 

Residual stresses are a common issue in L-PBF and can have a negative impact on the 

performance of L-PBF parts. They are caused by the rapid heating, melting, solidifying, and 

cooling cycles that occur during L-PBF, as well as the layer-by-layer nature of the process. These 

stresses are caused by the rapid heating of the material, which expands but is hindered by the 

adjacent material at a lower temperature and vary with build orientation due to differences in 

thermal history. When the heat source is removed, these areas begin to cool and shrink, generating 

tensile stresses that are balanced by the compressive stresses in other areas. [69]–[72] 
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Residual stresses can be reduced through post-fabrication heat treatments, such as stress 

relief or aging, in high temperature furnaces but during the process can lead to macro- and 

microcracking, deformation, and delamination of parts from the base, that can damage the parts 

and the system. High residual stresses near the surface can weaken the part's fatigue endurance, 

especially if the part is also subjected to tensile loads during operation; on the other hand 

compressive residual stress could positively affect the mechanical properties and under certain 

condition could be also desired. While residual stress is a common issue in all metal 

manufacturing methods, including L-PBF, it can be managed and controlled through careful 

optimization of the process parameters and post-processing treatments. 

One aspect that has been investigated in this thesis is the usefulness of L-PBF process 

simulation when applied to determine either the danger of material cracking and job failure or the 

residual stress locked into the part at the end of the process that will superpose to the live-load-

induced stress that affect the fatigue strength of a AM component. A full discussion of the 

implications the residual stress for the fatigue response of as-built AlSi10Mg specimens and parts 

is given in the following chapter.  

 

1.6 Static properties of L-PBF metals 
Static Mechanical properties are the reference properties used in engineering design and 

materials qualification and to evaluate the performance of different materials and select the most 

suitable material for a given application. Material testing for metals manufactured by additive 

manufacturing is critical because the mechanical properties of L-PBF parts can vary significantly 

depending on the manufacturing conditions, process parameters, part orientation and final heat 

treatment applied to the component[73]. 

The tensile properties of L-PBF material can be anisotropic primarily due to the presence 

of anisotropic microstructure, lack of fusion defects, and macrostructure feature such as melt 

pools[64], [74]. These factors can cause the material to have different mechanical behavior in 

different directions, leading to variations in its tensile properties depending on the direction of the 

applied load[75]. 

Performing standardized tests, such as tensile and compression tests, allows to verify that 

the parts have the required strength, stiffness, and ductility to withstand the loads and stresses 

they will encounter in service; material testing can be used to identify potential defects or flaws 

in L-PBF parts, such as porosity or inclusions, that can affect their performance [58]. 
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Uniaxial tensile is used to collect the basic static material properties such as young’s 

modulus, yield tensile strength, Ultimate tensile strength, and elongation at fracture. Hardness 

measurements are conducted as non-destructive method to quantify the basic static properties and 

this kind of test are usually performed at every production to verify and ensure the respect of the 

basic material properties of the produced parts. 

All the specimens and parts that we investigated in this research activity were produced by 

Beamit using qualified powder, modern and certified L-PBF equipment and optimized process 

parameters. The process qualification for a give metal powder is aimed at the achievement of 

adequate static mechanical properties, such as UTS, yield stress, and elongation to rupture. After 

qualification for industrial production the L-PBF process is “freezed” and the reference material 

data are published in the company data sheets. 

 

1.7 Fatigue on L-PBF metals 
Fatigue response is the key material phenomenon considered in this study because it is 

directly connected to the dynamic loading conditions typical of structural parts in automotive and 

aerospace sectors. Fatigue is responsible for most failures in the operation of aircraft components, 

with a percentage exceeding 90%[76]–[78]. 

Fatigue in metals refers to the process by which a metal becomes damaged or weakened 

over time because of exposure to cyclic stress or strain of significant magnitude. When a metal is 

subjected to cyclic stress or strain, local micro deformation at the surface may evolve into one or 

multiple micro cracks that with time evolve into a macrocrack. This is a damage of the part that 

evolve and may precipitate until the final collapse of the part. Fatigue is a common problem in 

metal structures and is one of the main causes of failure in metal components, in additive an 

extended knowledge of the fatigue properties is one of the major concerns and an efficient 

characterization of these properties is vital to optimally use the AM technology[79].  

The relationship between a material's maximum stress (S) and the number of loading cycles 

(N) needed to cause failure is described by the S-N curve. By exposing a material to a variety of 

stresses and counting the cycles needed for failure at each stress level, the S-N curve is typically 

determined experimentally. The Wöhler diagram is a tool used to describe the fatigue resistance 

of a material and its ability to withstand cyclic loads over time without breaking. Fatigue can be 

of two types: low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and high-cycle fatigue (HCF), depending on the number of 

cycles a component can withstand before breaking. LCF is characterized by elasto-plastic 

deformations at each cycle, which means that macroscopic plasticization of the material occurs at 
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values of σ greater than the yield stress, resulting in a reduced material life. HCF, on the other 

hand, is characterized by deformations only in the elastic field, as σ remains below the yield stress, 

with plasticization only at the microscopic level. 

The transition between the two fatigue regions depends on the ductility of the material, but 

it is generally assumed to occur around 103/104 cycles. High-cycle fatigue is the most important 

from a practical point of view and the fatigue limit describes the stress below which it is assumed 

that the component will have an infinite life. 

Being a common mode of failure of metals, fatigue is also an important consideration when 

using L-PBF to manufacture components. The microstructure of the material can significantly 

impact its fatigue behavior and the presence of internal defects, such as pores and porosity, can 

also negatively affect fatigue behavior by creating stress concentrations that can lead to early 

failure.  

An accurate characterization of the fatigue behavior of a material is typically a complex, 

costly and time-consuming process because there are many factors that can affect it. The more so 

in the case of L-PBF metals because of the high costs of metal powder and of the AM equipment 

maintenance and use.  

Fatigue strength of a given material depends on type of loading, frequency, environment, 

specimen geometry, material defects, surface quality, etc. Fatigue data are typically scattered, 

therefore multiple specimens must be produced and tested to obtain a significant material 

response. The fatigue behavior is typically investigated using standard specimens and procedures 

and the reference fatigue data provide are used by designers when assessing the safety of new 

parts.  

Generation of reference fatigue data is therefore very important for L-PBF exploitation in 

industry although the link between L-PBF metals and their fatigue properties is complicated by 

the novelty of the technology and the large number of influencing factors. To gain insight into the 

fatigue response of L-PBF metals while containing the staggering production costs of standard 

specimens, an original fatigue testing approach using miniature specimens has been extensively 

used on several L-PBF metals throughout this study period. The primary features of the method 

and results of its application to L-PBF metals will be given in the next chapter. 

The fatigue behavior of L-PBF-manufactured metals is often characterized by significant 

anisotropy due to the layer-wise nature of the technology. This anisotropy can result in differences 

in fatigue strength depending on the orientation of the part in the build chamber, as the external 

morphology and microstructure can vary. This can have an impact on the overall fatigue behavior 

of the material [80]–[82]. 
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Surface roughness can affect the fatigue behavior, with rougher surfaces tending to have 

poorer fatigue behavior than smoother surfaces [52], [83]–[85]. It has been demonstrated that 

machining the sample’s surface, significantly contribute in improving fatigue strength, the effect 

of the as-fabricated surface on the fatigue performance has been observe to be detrimental for 

both AlSi10Mg and In718 alloys, as reported in Figure 14; the machining of the surfaces allowed 

to obtain a remarkable increase in the fatigue strength; however if as polished surface is often 

desired, is not always feasible and sometimes is necessary to maintain surfaces in the as-built state 

and consider to design the parts in that condition [86], [87].  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 14 - Effect of surface finishing on fatigue behavior L-PBF metals. a) Improvement of 
the fatigue strength of AlSi10Mg after machining [87]; b) Detrimental effect of as built L-
PBF surface morphology on fatigue behavior of IN718[86] 

The possibility to make items with intricate shapes and geometries that would be 

challenging or impossible to manufacture using conventional manufacturing techniques is one of 

the advantages of 3D printing technology, but this complexity determines to be challenging the 

use of conventional surface finishing methods on the parts, which could raise production costs 

and extend the time to market. In many instances, it is best to leave the parts in their original state 

to guarantee a competitive cost  of 3D printing.  For this reason, it is important to consider the 

superposition of this factors on the cyclic properties of 3D printed parts since this can have a 

significant impact on their performance and to carefully design and manage the surface finish of 

3D printed parts to ensure their durability.  
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1.8 Structural Design of L-PBF parts  
The several benefits that the L-PBF technology provide to companies guarantees them a 

competitive advantage in relation with the ability to efficiently design and produce parts 

characterized by complex geometries and lightweight structures. In sectors such as automotive 

and aerospace the possibility of reducing the weight of components can have significant benefits 

in terms of fuel efficiency, performance and in terms of flexibility in production. 

A recognized limitation in the widespread adoption of L-PBF to produce structural 

components is the capability of ensuring their structural integrity under dynamic loading 

conditions. The fatigue behavior of L-PBF components is influenced by stress gradients, residual 

stresses, surface morphology and internal defects and the overall evaluation of L-PBF structural 

integrity is vital to qualify the final properties of the printed parts. Understanding the combination 

of the various factors that affect the stages of component development is crucial and 

acknowledging how the relationship between these parameters determines the component's final 

properties is fundamental to embrace the technology and be aware of its potential, a full-scale 

structural component can be influenced by many factors and all of them need to be recognized 

and fully considered.  

There have been few studies that have tested full scale L-PBF components, most of the 

research in this area has focused on characterizing the mechanical properties of 3D printed 

components using sample testing, with the assumption that the results of these tests can be directly 

applied to the performance of the components in actual use. However, it is important to also 

consider how these properties may be affected by real load conditions and to test the components 

under these circumstances to better evaluate their performance. 

Many studies have been conducted on the potential for using L-PBF to produce optimized 

parts, as the process allows for greater geometrical complexity and the possibility of reducing the 

weight of components. Topology optimization has made it possible to create innovative shapes 

that can be relatively easily fabricated into actual parts[88]–[90].  

The geometrical complexity of parts produced using additive manufacturing adds an extra 

layer of difficulty to the evaluation and prediction of mechanical properties, making it necessary 

to conduct experiments to qualify the part and an essential step in ensuring an adequate fatigue 

performance. The fatigue behavior of intricate structures depends not only on the basic material 

properties but also on the complex interaction of geometrical features (notches etc), surface 

roughness and the operating conditions of the actual part. Fatigue tests of optimized part under 

various loading conditions support the qualification of the L-PBF parts [91]. 
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However, there is a limited number of studies available in the literature that deal with the 

entire L-PBF part development workflow, which is from the structural design of optimized parts 

to manufacturing, post-processing, and final qualification by realistic testing. 

A notable recent work jointly developed at POLIMI and ESA [87] consisted in a 

comprehensive benchmark activity for the assessment of an AlSi10Mg component made by the 

L-PBF process. The fatigue performance was evaluated for both as built and machined conditions 

of small specimens and a benchmark component (demonstrator). A fatigue assessment procedure 

demonstrating the transferability of fatigue performance from AM specimens to components was 

developed using with a fracture-mechanics-based approach. Size and distribution of defects and 

the heterogeneity of the residual stresses were considered. The fatigue performance of as-built 

specimens was comparable to those of the as-built demonstrators, while a significant difference 

was observed for the machined conditions of specimens and demonstrators. 

Another study, presented an example of an optimized conrod, considering a critical 

automotive engine component that was designed with the aim of reducing the weight through 

topological optimization [92], [93]. The durability of a lightweight titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) 

conrod made using selective laser melting (SLM) was investigated comparing prediction and full-

scale fatigue test results conducted on the conrod under loading conditions that simulate real-

world use.  

A significant study was conducted in the context of a Formula Student racing car 

development to explore the feasibility of using L-PBF to produce metallic parts. It describes the 

entire process of selecting significant components, optimizing their design, producing them using 

L-PBF equipment and validating their performance through actual use and testing on a racing 

circuit [94]. 

Developing a workflow that outlines the steps involved in creating structural additively 

manufactured parts is crucial for identifying critical issues and key considerations.  

The workflow presented in this dissertation will cover the entire process, from design to 

fabrication and qualification of the structural part. It is crucial to carefully plan and prepare for 

the various activities that will be required in the service application to create a reliable component 

and this approach is also necessary when developing lightweight components and the parts must 

follow strict qualification procedures.[95], [96]. 

The aims of this study are i) to present and discuss the entire workflow required to design, 

manufacture and qualify a structural part to be produced by Laser Powder Bed Fusion and 

subjected to fatigue loading and ii) to assess fatigue test results of the component against fatigue 

life predictions obtained according to specific design methodology.  
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The goal is to assess and to predict the structural performance of L-PBF metal parts by 

studying the impact of dynamic loading, residual stresses, surface condition, and other factors on 

the fatigue behavior of L-PBF aluminum. This will involve using a range of tools and methods, 

such as geometrical topological optimization, AM process simulation, and testing both actual 

parts and specimens made from AlSi10Mg alloy powder in an industrial L-PBF system. .This 

study will contribute to the development and use of design methods for L-PBF metal parts 

operating under realistic service conditions thus promoting widespread adoption of L-PBF in 

industry. 
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2 Methods  
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2.1 Design, Production and Testing of an AM 

Component  
 

High performance and reliability in 3D printed metal parts are obtained when various 

critical steps including material selection, design and preparation, support structures positioning, 

fabrication optimization and post-processing are carefully considered and implemented. Extended 

experience and knowledge of the L-PBF technology is required to manage all the information 

involved in the development process.  

The activity of this thesis has been characterized by the hands-on experience and know-

how on the L-PBF technology gained through close collaboration with the technological partner 

Beamit Spa (Fornovo di Taro, Parma, Italy), a leading service company in additive manufacturing 

with extensive expertise in powder bed metal components. The extensive experience of Beamit 

has provided valuable insight and knowledge about the latest advancements and trends in additive 

manufacturing and awareness of current industry needs and practices. The hands-on cooperation 

provided the required and comprehensive knowledge of all stages of the L-PBF part production 

workflow and the access to industry-grade L-PBF equipment. Further, it highlighted the crucial 

steps of the technology, such as determining external conditions to sustain, selecting materials 

that can respect the requirement of the application, and optimizing the component's 

characteristics.  

However, the focus of Beamit as a service AM company is the production of parts using 

qualified materials, processes and equipment while the actual part design and its qualification for 

the application are in charge of the customer. The main goal of the present thesis was therefore 

the exploration of the entire development process of an L-PBF part for structural use, from the 

initial part identification and design phase through the part production phase and the final 

qualification by testing phase ending with the definition of a comprehensive workflow 

specifically tailored for L-PBF technology and structural applications.  

The design workflow for fatigue-critical additively manufactured metal components is a 

comprehensive process that includes multiple steps and various software tools. This workflow is 

necessary to ensure that the components are designed and qualified properly. However, one issue 

with this workflow is the use of multiple software tools, which can make it difficult to operate in 

a single, unified digital environment, the knowledge gained through this work highlights the 

importance of being aware of the specific tools necessary to design and produce these types of 
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components. The goal of the workflow is to successfully integrate the outcome obtained from all 

of the different software tools in order to produce a fully functional part. 

 

 

Figure 15 - Workflow for design, production and qualification of an L-PBF component 

 

Representative fatigue data are also needed for part design. Therefore, production and 

testing of numerous witness miniature samples was carried out to quantify the influence of 

technological-dependent factors such surface finish, microstructure, heat treatment, residual 

stresses on fatigue performance.  

An integrated workflow, graphically reproduced in Figure 15 , has been developed and 

applied throughout this thesis and is proposed as a guide for designing L-PBF components 

subjected to fatigue and ensuring performance and reliability requirements. The principal steps 

included: 

 

i) Component selection: which define the geometry and the boundary condition 

applied to the part of interest, including the load applied to the part and the 

material selection. 

ii) Structural optimization and redesign: software tools are employed to optimize 

the shape of the component and improve the overall performance. 

iii) Process preparation supported by numerical simulation to optimize part 

production: before the fabrication, the best orientation of the part in the build 

volume and optimization of the supports structure position are conducted. 

iv) Actual parts and witness samples fabrication in an industrial-grade L-PBF 

system and post fabrication treatments; each object is separated from the build 

platform after the production and is subjected to heat treatment and surface 

finishing. 
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v) Material qualification and fatigue testing: parts and sample are tested to 

evaluate their mechanical properties and investigate the influence of the 

process on their global characteristics (roughness, hardness) 

vi) Final assessment – the evaluation of the results allows to understand the effects 

of the technology on the fabricated parts and the correlation of the data obtain 

from the parts and from the samples allow to collect information about the 

behavior of the parts and develop prediction models. 

 

2.2 Technological partner 
Beamit Spa (Fornovo di Taro, Parma, Italy) is a leading provider of high-end metal additive 

manufacturing (AM) components for demanding industries. They are experts in metal AM and 

specifically Powder Bed fusion and have multiple certifications and accreditations for their 

processes and labs activities. Beamit with its 59 qualified PBF systems across Europe in 7 plants 

serves a variety of industrial sectors, such as aeronautics, space, defense, energy, industrial, 

motorsport and automotive. Beamit can offer a wide range of metal alloy powders, design 

services, advanced post-processing and testing options, and expert consulting. 

 

 

Figure 16 – L-PBF Fabrication systems at the production plant of the company Beamit – 
Rubbiano (PR) Italy 

 

The long-standing collaboration between Beamit and the University of Parma played a key 

role in the research activities for this dissertation by providing specimens for material 

characterization and by manufacturing the actual components that are the focus the present case 

study.  
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One of the key benefits of the collaboration was the opportunity to share knowledge and 

results and the extensive experience of Beamit in the AM industry and its advanced facilities and 

equipment provided an opportunity to gain hands-on experience in the field of AM.  

 

2.3 Component selection for case study 
The practical application of additive manufacturing begins with the identification of the 

component and its functions. Ideally, a product is investigated using Design for AM (DfAM) 

concepts seeking improvements, such as multiple part integration, light weighting of existing 

parts or part redesign for improved performance.  

In the present study this part identification phase was driven by i) the relevance to the 

automotive industry, ii) the safety-critical characteristic and associated dynamic loading 

conditions in service, iii) the relatively simple geometry considering the planned testing in the 

laboratory. 

The scaled suspension control arm of a commercially available high-performance car was 

chosen on this case study as the example of part suitable to be produce by L-PBF (Figure 17). 

The control arm plays a critical role in the vehicle suspension, connecting the chassis, wheel 

upright, and shock absorber. The original arm was made of high pressure die cast aluminum and 

experienced variable loading conditions during its service life. Its original geometry was 

considered promising to be produced by additive manufacturing technology with the aim of 

improving its performance-to-weight ratio. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 17 – a) Configuration of the suspension lower control arm b) Example of the actual 
component with a connection point and bushings 
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The redesign process was conducted with the aim of producing the part using L-PBF 

process, which enables the production of complex geometries and can reduce the overall weight 

of the part. To achieve the design goal of this case study, advanced design tools and optimization 

techniques were selected and applied. 

Preliminarily, however, it is essential to conduct a thorough analysis of the working 

conditions and external loads that the part will be subjected to, including the assessment of the 

external boundary conditions in term of magnitude of the loads and constraints position; this 

information will aid in determining the appropriate material, geometries and structural features 

that will be needed to design the part to meet the required specifications. The suspension arm is 

subjected to significant dynamic loading in service. As a result, the suspension arm must undergo 

a fatigue integrity assessment during the design process and subsequent experimental verification.  

Parts of this research activity have been published in recent scientific contributions. 

Specifically, the design and production phases from the digital model to the L-PBF fabrication of 

the parts were described in [97]; The advantages of the L-PBF technology for the automotive 

industry in view of lightweight component production were discussed in [98].  

 

2.4 Material selection 
To meet lightweight requirements the component will be produced on a L-PBF system 

using gas atomized AlSi10Mg powder. Aluminum alloys are widely used in the automotive 

industry because of their high strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion resistance, recyclability, and 

cost effectiveness. They are used for chassis components and body panels as well as for the 

majority engine parts to improve fuel efficiency. [99], [100]. 

 

Table 1 - AlSi10Mg material composition 

Element Al Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Zn Ti Ni Pb  

% Balance 11 0,55 0,05 0,45 0,45 0,1 0,15 0,05 0,05 

 

AlSi10Mg alloy is the most used Al-alloy for L-PBF production because of its properties: 

 Low thermal expansion: This alloy has a low coefficient of thermal expansion, which 

helps to minimize distortion and warping during the L-PBF process. 

 Good thermal conductivity: AlSi10Mg has a good thermal conductivity, which allows 

heat to be dissipated quickly and evenly throughout the component, reducing the risk of 

thermal damage. 
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 Fine microstructure: The alloy has a fine microstructure, which improves its mechanical 

properties and makes it suitable for use in high-precision parts. 

 Good corrosion resistance: The addition of silicon and magnesium to the aluminum 

improves its corrosion resistance making it suitable for use in harsh environments. 

All commercial L-PBF equipment successfully process AlSi10Mg and their manufacturers and 

service providers include data sheets with properties for qualified materials. The L-PBF 

equipment and process parameters used for the production of AlSi10Mg specimens and parts of 

the present study were developed and qualified by Beamit using static mechanical properties as 

reference. 

 

2.5  Re-Design and Optimization 
The front suspension arm is designed with a spherical hinge and cylindrical coupling at its 

two ends(Figure 17 -b), and a central cylindrical hinge in the middle for connecting to the shock 

absorber. The loading conditions on the component are like a three-point loading configuration. 

Before beginning design and production, it's important to consider factors such as the 

starting geometry, volume optimization, and the boundary conditions and loads that the part will 

need to withstand. This includes identifying and defining the specific part that will be studied. In 

this study, the component has been down scaled to a size (to ½ of original) that can be 

conveniently produced using a commercial L-PBF machine and tested with available equipment. 

Simplifications have been made to ensure consistency in load application and control of 

constraints during testing, which will aid in the analysis and identification of key aspects of the 

AM design and production workflow. The purpose of these changes is to facilitate the analysis 

and identification of the most critical aspects of the process. 

The objective of this redesign is to modify the original geometry to decrease the weight of 

the lower suspension arm and to optimizing the stiffness-to-mass ratio. To accomplish this, a 

structural optimization computational phase will be implemented. This process will aim to make 

the component lighter, more efficient while maintain acceptable structural stiffness and strength. 

This can be achieved by using a combination of material property selection and topological 

optimization. The part redesign will have a positive impact on the overall performance and fuel 

efficiency of the vehicle. 

To simplify the design and make it more reproducible, the spherical hinge of Figure 17-b 

was removed, eliminating the need to replicate the contact between the socket and inner part. 

Instead, a circular seat like the one on the opposite side was added, enabling the use of cylindrical 
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couplings at all three locations. This change was introduced to simplify the fatigue testing phase 

that was to be carried out using the conventional servo-hydraulic test system in a material testing 

lab without significantly modifying the component function and the representative loading 

conditions. 

The final geometry of the part subjected to optimization is presented in Figure 18, with the 

length being 180mm, thickness 18mm, and height 43mm. The part has three holes for fixing, with 

the two at the ends having a diameter of 22mm (D1) and the one in the center having a diameter 

of 20mm (D2). 

 

 

Figure 18 – Geometry of the control arm after defeaturing, simplification of the constraints 
and geometrical resizing 

 

There are three main types of structural optimization that can be used depending on the 

chosen design variable and are qualitatively represented in Figure 19. Size optimization aims to 

improve the size of the individual parts that make up a structure, rather than the structure. Shape 

optimization aims to find the optimal shape of the component within the design space, rather than 

changing the size of the parts. Topology optimization targets the optimal distribution of material 

within a structure while meeting any specific requirements. Each approach focuses on different 

aspects of the design, and the appropriate method can be chosen depending on the desired 

outcome and constraints of the project. 

Topological optimization is most suitable for creating designs that can be produced with 

additive manufacturing. It allows to generate the most efficient solution by considering the stress 

distribution within the part, without being constrained by the limits of traditional manufacturing 

methods. The result of this optimization can be directly manufactured using 3D printing 

techniques resulting in parts that are both light-weight and strong. It also enables the creation of 

unique internal structures and features that are not possible with traditional manufacturing 

methods, making it a powerful tool to create optimized parts [89], [101]. 
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Topology optimization is a powerful computational tool first introduced in the 1980s by 

Bendsøe and Sigmund [102], [103]. that has gained popularity in recent years with the evolution 

of additive manufacturing. The method involves an iterative process of removing material from 

the part, in order to find the optimal distribution of material within the structure. The process 

starts with a solid block of material under applied forces and gradually removes material from 

regions where it is not needed. The goal of the optimization is to find the optimal distribution of 

material that satisfies specific design objectives, such as for example maximizing stiffness-to-

mass ratio of the structure. This approach allows for the creation of parts that are both strong and 

lightweight and can lead to significant improvements in the performance and efficiency of the 

final product. 

 

 

Figure 19 – a) Size optimization, b) shape optimization c) Topology Optimization 

 

The topology optimization activity on the component was performed using ALTAIR 

INSPIRE software (Altair Engineering Inc.), which is specifically conceived for the design and 

optimization of structural parts. ALTAIR INSPIRE is a comprehensive suite of tools that includes 

3D modelling, structural analysis, simulation, and optimization capabilities. It helps engineers 

and designers to create and analyze complex designs, test loading scenarios, and optimize product 

performance. Additionally, the software includes INSPIRE STUDIO, a modelling tool that allows 

for the re-modelling of the final optimization result with an organic approach, providing more 

flexibility in reproducing the complex shape resulting from the topology optimization process. 

The optimization process begins by separating the total volume of the part into two parts: 

the design space (DS) and the non-design space (NDS). The DS is the area where the geometry 

can be modified to find the best possible distribution of material under certain constraints and 

load conditions, with the goal of reducing mass and increasing weight-to-stiffness ratio. It is 

important to make the DS as large as possible to give the optimization algorithm more freedom 

to find an optimal solution. The NDS, on the other hand, is the portion of the model that must not 
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be altered during the optimization process. This typically includes parts that interface with other 

members or serve a specific function. Constraints and loads are applied to the NDS instead of 

directly to the DS. 

In the present case study shown in Figure 20-a, the inner faces of the holes have been 

chosen as the non-design space (NDS). A thickness value has been assigned to these volumes, 

indicating that they must remain unchanged during the optimization process. The gray areas in 

the structure of Figure 19 represent the areas outside the design space (DS) where boundary 

conditions such as constraints and loads are applied. The structure is constrained at its ends by 

two cylindrical hinges, which allow rotation around its axis but it is restrained in other directions.  

The process begins by determining the reference loads that the design must withstand. A 

load of 5000 N was applied to the central hole, perpendicular to the line connecting the center of 

the two cylindrical hinges. This load is representative of real conditions and helps to determine 

how the structure will perform under the specific stress condition..  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 20 – a) suspension arm with description of DS (red) and NDS (grey) prior to 
topology optimization using Inspire; b) suspension arm after topology optimization and 

reconstruction using Inspire Studio 

 

By applying these constraints and loads to the non-design space (NDS) rather than the 

design space (DS), the optimization algorithm can focus on finding the best possible distribution 

of material within the design space (DS) while ensuring that the non-design space (NDS) remains 

unchanged. The optimization process is typically iterative and different designs can be obtained. 

Figure 19-b shows the selected optimized geometry after application of ALTAIR INSPIRE and 
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geometry regularization of INSPIRE STUDIO. This is the final design  to be 3D printed using 

laser-powder bed fusion equipment and the procedure the conducted to this solution will be 

presented in the next section (Figure 20-b). 

The proposed design is evaluated in terms of the stress distribution in the component using 

finite element analysis. Load-induced stresses are compared to material allowables to 

preliminarily assess the expected component performance with respect to fatigue. This step 

ensures that the final design not only lightweight but also able to withstand the intended loads. 

The stress distribution identifies critical locations of the component for detailed assessment. 

Undesired stress concentration points can be locally redesigned to optimize fillets or geometrical 

variations. 

 

2.6 •AM Production 

2.6.1 Job preparation 

After the optimized geometry was determined (Figure 21), the build job is prepared. It 

means that the number of parts to be produced is defined and their placement within the build 

volume is carefully planned, to ensure a smooth manufacturing process and high-quality final 

product. The job preparation determined the best position and orientation of the parts in the build 

chamber to efficiently exploit the printing volume for multiple parts. This phase also includes 

determining the location of support structures, which are placed in areas of the part that are at risk 

of excessive deformation or collapse, often guided by experience or suggestions from software 

tools. 

During the job preparation phase, specialized software was used to determine the best 

orientation and position of the part in the build volume, minimizing interference, and maximizing 

the use of space. In this work the job preparation software used is MATERIALISE MAGICS 

developed by the company Materialise (Materialise NV, Belgium, 3001 Heverlee, 

Technologielaan). It allowed to prepare, check, and correct 3D models for printing and to define 

the production details of 3D printed parts. The software is designed to quickly evaluate part 

orientation and nesting in the build volume, identifying the key surface that would necessitate the 

incorporation support structures, the estimated construction time for each orientation, the number 

of supports required for each orientation, and the expected post-processing effort involved in 

removing supports and achieving the desired surface finish.  

An example of a build job containing parts and testing samples is shown in Figure 21 where 

ten parts oriented vertically on the build platform are identified in red with their respective 
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supports in blue. Four sets of witness specimens are also included in the build job for simultaneous 

production and characterization of the fatigue properties and the material anisotropy as dependent 

on the L-PBF process. The build job shows also additional specimens used for process simulation 

software calibration. 

 

 

Figure 21 – Build Job representation from Materialise Magics software interface 

 

The user can check the job printability and fix any issues before actual production and 

simulates the manufacturing process, which enables the prediction of potential problems such as 

significant distortion, excessive deformation, and residual stress distribution. It helps to 

understand how the production process may impact the final properties of the part, and identify 

any potential issues that need to be addressed, in order to produce high-quality parts.  

The build job preparation phase and associated numerical simulation tools enables the 

preliminary definition of process parameters combination to optimize the production process and 

improve the quality of the final product. 

 

2.6.2 AM Process simulation 

Optimization of the manufacturing process parameters considering the specific material 

and AM equipment available is typically carried out by the service company before offering a 

qualified process to the customers. This process iteratively adjusts machine parameters and 

evaluates the results in term of material density (i.e. lack of defects) and material properties (i.e. 

static mechanical properties via tensile tests). It is typically a time-consuming and costly process 

due to the need for multiple production runs.  
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Therefore, L-PBF process simulations can help by allowing for the preliminary evaluation 

of production results, such as deformations and residual stresses, without the need for actual 

production runs, thus saving time and money. To effectively optimize the process and contain 

costs, it is essential to consider not only the cost due the production process but also the unwanted 

part distortions or part cracking that may lead to part rejection.  

Predictions about distortion and internal stress, help in determine the best part orientation 

minimizing the undesired aspects. Numerical simulation can be beneficial, but it can also be 

complex and time-consuming due to the large number of material and process parameters 

involved in the complex L-PBF process. A balance between accurate and detailed simulation 

results and efficient simulation of large parts is to be found and it involves a compromise between 

the level of detail and the computational effort. 

In this work, the AMPHYON process simulation software was used to simulate the L-PBF 

processing of AlSi10Mg job. The software, originally developed by Additive Works GmbH 

founded in late 2015 as a spin-off company of ISEMP, University of Bremen. Amphyon is now 

supported by Oqton and 3D Systems. 

The software is based on the Inherent strain approach and is designed to help users predict 

and optimize the quality and performance of AM parts, as well as identify potential process issues 

and design for manufacturability[104]. Specifically, it predicts the mechanical performance of the 

part obtained by the additive manufacturing process, the part distortion and the residual stresses.  

The Inherent Strain Method (ISM) derives from the method developed for determining 

residual stresses in weld seam[105]; L-PBF similarly to welding involves  melting and 

solidification of a solid material using an energy source. Residual stresses are evaluated from 

intrinsic deformations of the part calculated by measuring the recovery of elastic deformations.  

 

 

 

Figure 22 -a) Amphion process simulation software calibration specimen; b) Method of 
measuring the deflection of a calibration specimen 

 

The set of specific Inherent Strain for a given material and the specific L-PBF process 

parameters must be obtained through experiments on calibration samples. The deformation is 
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determined from the calibration specimens, after their removal from the build platform, see Figure 

22-b. This deformation for the given geometry contains information about all parameters used in 

production, such as material, laser power, scanning speed, scanning strategy, layer height, 

chamber temperature and how their combination affect the final part properties. 

Once the deformation of the calibration specimen of Figure 22 is known, a series of 

numerical simulations are performed to calibrate the AMPHYON software. The calibration is 

considered completed when the simulated strain value on the calibration specimen geometry 

coincides with the measured one and, at this point, the set of IS obtained is saved and used as 

input for subsequent simulations of print jobs that use the same material and equipment and 

process parameters. The variation of a single parameter should necessarily be followed by a new 

calibration procedure. For the present project, the AMPHYON software was integrated into the 

production workflow to evaluate different component orientation and the impact of their overall 

position in the build volume. Preliminarily, calibration specimens were incorporated into in the 

build job and used to evaluate the inherent strains for the used sets of materials and process 

parameter and after the production, the calibration specimen were removed from the platform and 

the maximum deflection due to the deformation was evaluated to complete the software 

calibration. The calibrated software was used to select the solution that best met the production 

requirements in terms of production time, limitation of deformation, and optimal distribution of 

support structure material while determining the residual stresses present into the parts.  

 

2.6.3 Fabrication and post processing 

After finalizing the design of the part, determining its shape and overall configuration, the 

production phase began. Components were produced and tested during the experimental phase to 

gather reliable data and evaluate the structural integrity and fatigue behavior of the AM part. The 

material used for manufacturing, i.e. aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg, was chosen at the start of the 

process based on the requirements and intended function of the component.  

The actual job production was carried out at Beamit Spa. The equipment used for the 

production was a modern, high productivity SLM 500 system (SLM Solution GmbH - Germany), 

(Table 2) that integrates 4 independent lasers of 400 W and it has a machine build volume of 

500x280x365 mm3. 

The process parameters used for the present production job are listed in Table 3 and define 

a layer thickness of 50μm, a build plate temperature of 150°C, and an energy density of 32.62 

J/mm3. 
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Table 2 – Technical specification of SLM500 

Technical specification of SLM500 
Build Envelope (LxWxH) 500x280x365 mm 
3D optics configuration 4x400W 

Real Build Rate up to 171cm3/h 
Variable Layer Thickness 20 mm – 90 mm 

Minimum feature size 150mm 
Beam Focus diameter 80-115mm 
Maximum scan speed 10 m/s 
Machine dimension 6080x2530x2620 mm 

 

Table 3 - Process parameters for the realization of components and specimens 

Production equipment SLM 500 HL 
Laser Power 320 ÷ 370 W 

Scanning speed 1000 ÷ 1300 mm/s 
Layer thickness 50 μm 
Hatch distance 0,14 ÷ 0,20 mm 

Build plate temperature 120 ÷ 160°C 
 

Post-processing includes the removal of the parts from the build chamber, removing 

support structures and applying a heat treatment to achieve the desired microstructure and 

strength. Internal defects can be eliminated if a hot isostatic pressing treatment (HIP) is applied 

to the part but the cost is considerable and used only in selected cases, typically in aerospace. 

After post-processing, the parts may undergo various inspections to ensure that they meet 

desired quality standards. These inspections may include checking the dimensions of the parts, 

visually examining them, and inspecting their surface finish. The surface finishing process is 

crucial as it helps improve the surface quality of the parts, reduce surface irregularities that could 

affect their mechanical properties such as fatigue strength and improve the aesthetic and 

functional appearance of the parts. This process may involve using specialized tooling to smooth 

the surface, achieve a desired roughness and tolerance. In this study, only the contact surfaces of 

the optimized parts with pins machined to the correct tolerances. The remaining surfaces were 

left in the as-built condition.  

To investigate the effect of different build directions on the mechanical properties of L-

PBF components, a total of 10 optimized arms were printed according to two different directions. 

Two calibration specimens for the process simulation software were also included in the job. 

These specimens were printed using the same hatching and contouring strategy and process 

parameters as the actual parts and underwent the same post-fabrication heat treatment. 
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Determination of distortion upon progressive separation from the build plate, was used to calibrate 

material and process parameters via AMPHYON software.  

The job was completed with the simultaneous production of 64 micro fatigue samples 

having different build orientations along with the components. Details of the test methodology 

will be presented in a later section. These samples were printed and tested to determine the role 

of build direction on the final surface morphology and fatigue performance. Surface roughness 

and hardness were also measured on these samples. The fatigue results obtained with the L-PBF 

AlSi10Mg miniaturized specimens will be presented and used as reference design data in the next 

section to support the fatigue assessment of the printed components.  

 

2.7 Qualification 
Production of L-PBF metal parts is a complex process which has to be preliminarily 

qualified, in term of equipment, material, process parameters and heat treatments. These 

properties are typically considered as reference for part design and the qualified manufacturing 

process ensure that parts will meet the specifications. During serial part production, quality 

control may periodically verify process stability and required quality of the components.  

It is important to qualify the parts, but also to gather information that can aid in future 

design and predict the mechanical properties of parts. This highlights the need to understand the 

general operating conditions and factors that affect the final properties of the object being 

evaluated. When designing structural components, several factors must be considered, such as the 

shape of the parts, how stress is distributed, the operating environment, and the allowable design 

limits. These factors establish the reference values for certain properties or characteristics of the 

material used in engineering design. Concerning L-PBF, there are additional factors to consider 

to fully comprehend the properties of the final part. 

 

2.7.1 Components testing 

The qualification phase in additive manufacturing (AM) is essential for ensuring the best 

outcome of the production. During this phase, test samples are typically produced alongside the 

actual parts to verify and qualify the basic properties of the material. These tests usually evaluate 

hardness, which provides a preliminary overview of the static properties of the material, and 

microstructural samples to evaluate the quality of the material microstructure and the 

effectiveness of heat treatment. Gathering more data and information about the mechanical 

properties and quality of the material during the qualification phase of additive manufacturing 
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(AM), help to ensure that the production process is optimized and that the final parts meet all the 

requirements. To fully qualify a part it is recommended to perform full scale testing that 

reproduces the loading conditions that the real part will be subjected to. This because the 

relationship between data obtained from sample testing and actual parts may not always be 

straightforward, and the features introduced in complex structures typical of optimized 

components may not always be repeatable or investigable with sample reproduction.  

For this reason, the presented workflow for design and development of safety-critical parts 

produced by L-PBF AlSi10Mg culminates with the experimental fatigue testing of actual parts.  

A testing setup was designed and experiments were carried out in the material testing 

laboratory. The fatigue testing was performed using a MTS 810 servo-hydraulic testing machine 

that had been modified for custom testing. 

Due to the high cost and limited availability of the components, three different test 

configurations were created for each individual component. Initially the testing configuration 

applied the same force scheme previously used in finite element analysis and topology 

optimization. After part failure according to the first configuration, the part was re tested under a 

different configuration to obtain additional data from the same sample. When failure occurred to 

the modified loading condition, the failed part was tested again according to  a third testing  mode. 

In this way three fatigue results were obtained from each printed part thus optimizing data 

collection vs. resources available. 

The first configuration represented in Figure 23-a (Test Configuration 1 - TC1), was based 

on the original loading conditions of the suspension arm, which involved applying a load at the 

central hinge and defining two cylindrical hinges at the two ends. This type of load setup is 

reproducing a three-point bending configuration and is also the loading condition that was used 

for initial FEA and topology optimization. 

The second testing configuration (Test Configuration 2 - TC2) (Figure 23-b) was designed 

to gather more data from the optimized sample, even though it did not accurately reproduce a 

realistic condition for this type of component. This testing solution was implemented after the 

recognition of the first failure mode that occurred on the component. It involved applying a load 

along the center of the top hinge and the central part reproducing a tensile load to the suspension 

arm. 

The third testing setup (Test Configuration 3 - TC3) was designed to address the issues 

with the previous testing conditions and was chosen to perform an additional test to gather more 

information (Figure 23-c). This final test involves applying a tensile load by introducing an 
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external constraint at the central cylindrical hinge position and applying vertical loading by 

bringing the steel pin into direct contact with the components. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 23 – Experimental test configurations (TC) of an optimized part. a) TC1 – 
cyclic 3-point-bending; b) TC2 - cyclic tensile load; c) TC3 – Cyclic tensile load with local 

contact 

 

2.7.2 Design and Development 

The engineering design of structural components involves recognizing the four 

fundamental dimensions: 1) loading 2) part geometry 3) material and 4) manufacturing 

technology. Load and geometry are then combined via finite element analysis into the stress 

distribution within the part. The stress distribution is then compared to design allowables that are 

specific for the material/manufacturing process combination.  

Design allowable are reference values used in engineering design to ensure that a 

component can withstand the loads and stress it will encounter during its intended use. They are 

established with material’s performance testing and are used as a guide for determining if a part 

will meet design requirements in its intended application and include yield strength, ultimate 

strength, modulus of elasticity and fatigue limit for metals.  

In the context of L-PBF, it can be difficult to determine specific factors that affect the 

mechanical properties of a part and particularly in relation with fatigue performance, as these 

properties are heavily dependent on the process conditions. To understand these properties, it is 

necessary to identify the key factors that influence them and efficient method to collect 

information on the material and the effect of these factor are required. 
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There has been ongoing research in recent years on the development of new testing methods 

for the evaluation of fatigue properties in metallic materials[[106], [107]] . This research aims at 

creating new methods and technologies for fatigue testing, with the objective of increasing the 

understanding of the fatigue behavior of these materials, and to optimize their performance in 

various applications as well as gathering crucial data for design of the parts to be produced. 

Traditionally, fatigue testing is done using large-scale samples, but this can be expensive and may 

not allow for extensive characterization campaigns. This can limit the opportunity to thoroughly 

test and understand the fatigue properties of materials. One way to overcome this limitation is to 

use smaller-scale samples, which can provide a similar level of information at a lower cost.  

 

2.7.3 Miniature samples 

To qualify the fatigue performance of metals produced using additive manufacturing, a 

novel testing method based on the use of a prismatic miniature sample loaded in plane bending 

has been used [81], [108]. A specific geometry has been developed in place of the traditional 

“dog-bone” standard sample or the traditional “push-pull” hourglass geometry. The advantage of 

miniaturization comes from the lower production cost and the shorter time required for 

manufacturing, as well as the ability to print a larger quantity in a single manufacturing cycle, 

given the same amount of material available. 

The specimen has a prismatic shape and measures 22 mm in length, with a minimum cross-

sectional area of 5 x 5 mm2 and a 2-mm-radius notch located on the opposite side of the flat 

surface being tested Figure 24-a. 

This method involves using specialized cyclic desktop electromechanical machine to apply 

alternate bending load typically uses an R = 0 load ratio to induce fatigue cracks on the top surface 

(Figure 24-b). The relationship between the applied bending moment M and the stress  that 

causes fatigue crack initiation in the miniature specimen geometry is established following the 

analytical beam equation, which states that the stress is linear. The maximum value of n at the 

top and at the bottom surfaces can be calculated as n,max =+-M/W, where M is the bending 

moment measured by the load cell of the test machine, and the sectional modulus is W = BH2/6, 

with B and H being the width and height of the nominal specimen cross-section, respectively 

(here B=H=5 mm). 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 24 - a) Overall dimension of the miniature sample; b) cyclic plane bending 
testing of the miniature sample; c) Comparison between the mini-specimen and the standard 

hourglass specimens used for push-pull tests during experimental activities at ESA 

 

The effective stress distribution in the unsymmetrical minimum cross section of the 

proposed miniature specimen deviates from the linearity. The elastic stress distribution in the 

miniature specimen in bending was determined by FEA as reported in Figure 25 -a.  

Quantitatively is compared the elastic principal stress distribution in the minimum cross 

section and the nominal bending stress distribution. This comparison shows that the maximum 

FEMmax on the flat surface is 9% lower than the nominal stress value NOMmax (Figure 25 b). 

Therefore, a correction factor for the miniature specimen geometry C=FEMmax / NOMmax=0.91 

must be applied to the experimental stress value applied to the tested sample. 

This method also allows for the investigation of the effects of build direction, surface 

morphology, and microstructure on fatigue behavior. The small size and prismatic geometry of 

the specimens enables their free orientation in the build chamber to study of the role of build 

direction of notches and other complex geometries on fatigue behavior. Despite their small size, 

they are readily used to characterize microstructure, hardness, and surface roughness. Further, 

and most important, these samples have been demonstrated to provide valuable information about 

the fatigue properties of the L-PBF metals[80], [81], [109]. Therefore, this original methodology 

has been extensively adopted during this research activity to characterize the high cycle fatigue 

behavior of the L-PBF materials of interest [47], [49], [50].  
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 25 - Elastic stress distribution in the miniature specimen under plane bending; a) 
FEA contour plot with indication of fatigue crack initiation location; b) distribution of the 

normalized stress along the minimum cross-section 

 

The test method based on the miniature specimens was also employed in the research 

activity conducted on L-PBF Inconel 718 at ESA. Its versatility in investigating different aspects 

of the AM technology and the limited material consumption of this approach combined with 

valuable fatigue data was a strong motivation. The miniature samples allowed to perform an 

extensive testing campaign, providing valuable information about the properties and behavior of 

the materials under study; the results of the fatigue tests performed on miniature samples were 

compared with the results obtained from the testing of standard push-pull samples (Figure 24- c), 

providing comparable results with considerably lower material consumption . 

The miniature sample methodology is particularly useful in situations where it is necessary 

to test and qualify innovative alloys with limited material available. The low cost of producing 

miniature samples and the flexibility to investigate different aspects of the material's properties 

with minimal resource consumption make it well-suited for applications where a preliminary 

qualification is needed or where only a single aspect needs to be studied without the need for 

much larger standard samples. 

In this study, the directional fatigue strength of as-built L-PBF AlSi10Mg was determined 

according to the new test methodology and the studied samples are represented in Figure 26.  The 

testing of miniature samples was essential in determining the reference material properties of the 

present L-PBF AlSi10Mg to be used in the development of a predictive fatigue design 

methodology that is presented and discussed at the end of the next chapter. 
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Figure 26 – Miniature samples fabrication for determining the reference material 
properties of L-PBF AlSi10Mg 

 

2.7.4 Hardness and roughness measurement 

Components and samples of this study were characterized before fatigue testing to evaluate 

the quality of the L-PBF production process and evaluate the results. These investigations 

included determination of the surface quality and surface hardness to characterize the condition 

of the final parts and specimens.  

In actual practice this kind of testing is used to check the process stability and repeatability. 

If deviations are observed in the manufactured parts, necessary adjustments of the production 

process can be rapidly introduced to reestablish the expected outcome.  

Rockwell hardness measurements (HRB) were conducted using a 206EX Digital Rockwell 

Brinell Hardness tester (Affri, Italy) on miniature sample and on components. according to the 

standard ISO6508[110]. Linear roughness parameters were then measured with a SA6220 contact 

profilometer (SamaTools, Italy)  to characterize the as-built roughness of the samples and the 

roughness of the component after the sandblasting. Measurements were performed along the 

longitudinal direction of the miniature specimen applying a Gaussian filter and a sampling length 

of 2.5 mm according to the ISO4287[111] standard. The main linear roughness parameters 

collected were: i) arithmetic mean deviation Ra which represents the arithmetic mean of the 

absolute profile height within the sampling length; ii) maximum height Rz which represents the 

sum of the maximum peak height and the maximum valley depth of a profile within the sampling 

length, iii)root mean square deviation Rq which represents the root mean square of the profile 

height within the sampling length and iv) total height Rt which represents the sum of the 

maximum peak height and the maximum valley depth of a profile within the evaluation length. 

The results of this experimental activity will be presented and discussed in the next chapter. 

.  
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3 Design, production, and testing 

- Results 
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3.1 Structural optimization 
This section concretely examines all steps of the workflow outlined in the previous section. 

Figure 15 presents the results of the computational efforts with the different software and of the 

results of the experimental activities at the component level and the specimen level referring to 

the framework of the selected case study from the automotive sector: the lower suspension arm.   

3.1.1 Topology optimization 

The stress distribution of the original lower suspension arm design was investigated using 

finite element analysis (FEA) to understand how the part would perform under nominal loading 

conditions. This provided a baseline understanding of the stress distribution in the initial 

configuration and helped identify areas where the design could be improved (Figure 18). 

This initial numerical FE analysis was used to define the assumptions about the boundary 

conditions, which include the alignment of all holes and the definition of coupling d.o.f. to allow 

rotation around their own axes and to prevent hyperstatic restraints. A reference load of 5000N 

was applied in a perpendicular orientation to the line connecting the centers of the two holes at 

the ends of the component, simulating the response of a suspension shock absorber. The material 

response, i.e., AlSi10Mg alloy, was assumed linear and elastic using the material properties of 

Table 4. 

 

Table 4 – Material properties of Aluminum alloy selected to perform the numerical 
simulation. 

Young modulus  [GPa] Poisson ratio Density [g/cm3] Yield stress [MPa] 
75 0.33 2.77 275.8 

 

The first FEM analysis of the initial component provides an initial understanding of the 

behavior of the suspension arm and is used to determine if the applied conditions lead to consistent 

results. The von-Mises stress criterion was used to calculate the static strength of the part, 

determining the link between the applied load and elastic stress distribution of the part, see Figure 

27. The simulation results revealed that the maximum Von Mises stress experienced by the 

material was 53MPa. Therefore, the component under the reference applied load is far from its 

maximum load capacity, thus suggesting its design can be improved. 
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Figure 27 - Von-Mises stress under an applied load equal to 5000N 

 

Structural topological optimization is the process of enhancing the design of a component 

to effectively handle loads with the goal of creating a strong and lightweight structure that utilizes 

materials efficiently and can withstand the admissible stresses without material waste. Objectives 

of the optimization include maximizing stiffness, minimizing mass, or maximizing frequency 

value, among other possibilities.  

Here, the objective was to find the optimal design of the suspension arm that provides the 

best performance in terms of its strength-weight ratio. The first step in the optimization process 

was to minimize the mass of the component so as to determine the minimum amount of material 

needed to support the applied loads while still meeting a minimum safety factor of 1.5 with respect 

to yield stress. Then the process focused on maximizing stiffness while considering the given 

mass of the part.  

The optimization process was carried out using the software Altair INSPIRE and evaluating 

several variations with different goals and symmetry conditions starting from the design space 

given by the original defeatured part geometry.  The most significant results of the topological 

optimization are presented in Figure 28 with an explanation of their characteristics feature.  

Three solutions were obtained through optimization with the same boundary conditions but 

with different symmetry constraints. Solution A represents the topology optimization of the 

structure with a target of maximum stiffness without defining any symmetry constraints (Figure 

28-a). Solution B (Figure 28-b) involves optimization for maximum stiffness with the requirement 

of respecting a single XY symmetry, and Solution C (Figure 28-c) determines the optimization of 

the component requiring a double XY and XZ symmetry and a goal of the optimization for 

optimization of the stiffness. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 28- The topology optimization solutions show the design space and optimized 
redistributed volume, with the goal of maximizing stiffness. a) Configuration A – no 

symmetry; b) Configuration B – symmetry XY; c) Configuration C, symmetry XY, XZ. 

 

The data reported in Table 5 summarize the results of the topology optimization study of 

the lower control arm. Solution B and solution C obtained the best performance demonstrating 

similar stiffness-to-weight ratios and similar topology in terms of volume distributions and final 

shape. Solution C achieved a higher mass reduction compared to solution B. The results of 

solution A are comparable to solution C in terms of mass reduction, but the stiffness is not 

acceptable. 
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Solution C was then considered the best overall result in terms of stiffness-to-mass ratio. It 

achieved a significant mass reduction of 53% for the same level of stiffness. The unique shape 

resulting from the topology optimization is compatible with the L-PBF manufacturing capability. 

 

Table 5 – Results of the topology optimization of the suspension arm with different 
symmetry conditions with the goal of maximizing stiffness. 

ID Original design Solution A Solution B Solution C 
Mass [Kg] 0,248 0,114 0,13 0,116 

% Mass reduction - 54,15% 47,58% 53,14% 
Max Displacement [mm] 0,06 0,16 0,11 0,12 

Max VM stress [Mpa] 52,93 131,1 73,46 121 
Max Principal Stress [Mpa] 50,46 159,6 75,41 78,75 

Min SF 5211 2,1 3,75 2,28 
Stiffness [N/mm] 84033,61 32010 45455 40161 
𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

 337,63 280,48 348,43 344,37 

symmetry  none XY XY – XZ 
 

 

3.1.2 Remodeling 

The topological optimization procedure generates a raw volume definition due to discrete 

material elimination. The irregular part geometry is not directly suitable for AM production 

because the fine detail definition that characterizes L-PBF would negatively impact the 

mechanical properties of the component. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a remodeling (i.e., 

smoothing and blending) of the optimization geometry before actual fabrication. The complex 

“organic” shape, typically the result of topology optimization, cannot be obtained using traditional 

parametric modeling software. 

 

 

Figure 29 – Final topology optimization solution remodeled using PolyNURBS 

The optimized model was therefore redesigned using the "PolyNURBS" functions in the 

INSPIRE STUDIO design software. This function allows the creation of a new component with 
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a smooth, continuous surface starting from the optimized but rough part geometry with a 

controlled transition between the design space and the non-design space. This software makes the 

original design suitable for AM production. After production, the final weight of the optimized 

and redesigned component was 0.110 Kg, achieving a final weight reduction of 56%; the final 

design is displayed in Figure 29. 

 

 

3.2 L-PBF Fabrication 

3.2.1 Job preparation 

The job preparation phase involves the definition of the number of parts to be included in 

the build job in relation to the available print volume that depends on the AM system and the 

desired outcome of the study. MATERIALISE MAGICS was the software used for print job 

preparation, including the preparation, analysis, and definition of 3D printing files, as well as the 

creation of support structures. In parallel, the software AMPHION was used as a process 

simulation software to support the preparation procedure, allowing for the comparison and 

evaluation of different solutions in terms of the orientation of the parts in the build volume, with 

the goal of minimizing deformation and minimizing the support needed for the selected parts, to 

reduce post-processing operations and the use of support material. The two software were used 

concurrently to achieve the best possible solution. 

The first operation is determining the orientation of the parts. The expected deformations 

during manufacturing, the production time, the height of the part, and the number of supports 

needed need to be compared to obtain the configuration that best meets the desired production 

goals. The simulation was performed based on process parameters defined for the production, 

comparing the effect of the process on the optimized arm. This process allows the production 

team to make data-driven decisions in order to produce the best final product possible with the 

best cost-benefit relationship possible. 

Three possible orientations of the part to be produced were considered: Orientation A, 

orientation B, and orientation C (Figure 30). The effects investigated were on part deformations 

during production, the time required to complete the printing process, and the number/types of 

supports needed to sustain the part during production.  
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Figure 30 – Three component orientations evaluated during the process preparation to 

select the best configuration to minimize deformation during the process 

 

Table 6 – Result of the preliminary simulation to select the best building direction using 

Amphion simulation software 

 
Max deformation 

[mm] 
Total height 

[mm] 
Fabrication 

time 
Support material 

[cm3] 
Orientation 

A 
0.496 174 High 146,05 

Orientation 
B 

0.492  171  High 155,62 

Orientation 
C 

1.39  137 Low 50,5 

 

The first orientation (orientation A) is characterized by an approximately vertical 

positioning of the part, rotated of 12 degrees with respect to the build direction (parallel to the z-

direction). The second orientation (orientation B) was suggested as involving minimum 

deformation by the preparation software and tilted of 21-deg towards the other side. In Orientation 

C, the part is flat on the build platform, and it is characterized by the condition of minimum 

required supports and post-processing operations. 

Of the three investigated solutions, Orientation A and Orientation B of Figure 30 were 

selected on the basis of distortion minimization and the best compromise among building time, 

volume of supports, and post-processing effort, and therefore produced (Table 6).  

These two orientations were chosen to investigate the effect of different building 

orientations on the final properties of the parts. The simulation results provided a detailed analysis 

of the impact of each orientation on the final product, and the comparison of the different 

orientations allowed us to make an informed decision on which orientation would produce the 
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best final product. To create effective supports, manual adjustments to the automatically 

generated supports are often required. Therefore, the expertise of the technologist was at this stage 

essential for producing the best support solution.  

The print job design included the introduction of witness specimens, that is, the miniature 

specimens presented in the previous section to be used to characterize the reference fatigue 

behavior of L-PBF AlSi10Mg obtained according to the same process parameters of the actual 

components. The limited size and geometrical simplicity favor the fabrication of sets of specimens 

characterized by different orientations with respect to build direction. Four orientations of the 

miniature samples, shown in Figure 31, were chosen to replicate the most common surface 

orientations found on the component.  

The different orientations are as follows: 

A-: horizontal sample with a flat surface perpendicular to the build direction 

B: horizontal sample with flat surface parallel to the build direction 

C: vertical sample with flat surface parallel to the build direction 

45+: tilted sample with flat surface in the 45° down skin orientation; to reproduce the 

surface features of the brackets, the 45+ samples will be supported on their flat side to simulate 

the effect of the support removal operation.  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 31 – a) Orientation of the miniature witness samples produced along with the 
components in the build job. The black arrow represents the build direction; b) Miniature 
samples fabrication for determining the reference material properties of L-PBF AlSi10Mg 
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Fatigue testing of A, B, and C miniature samples provided a comprehensive insight into 

the role of surface orientations on fatigue. Specimens 45+, see Figure 31-b, also characterize the 

influence of supports after their removal on fatigue strength. 

The build job was eventually composed as summarized in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 – Summary of the number of parts and samples produced in the build job. 

Summary  Part ID Quantity 
Optimized component Orientation A 5 

Orientation B 5 
Miniature sample A 16 

B 16 
C 16 

45+ 16 
Calibration specimen  3 

 

 

3.2.2 Job Fabrication 

The job fabrication was carried out at Beamit Spa on a high-productivity SLM 500 system 

(SLM Solution GmbH - Germany). The production time for the build job was 39 hours and 35 

minutes. However, it included a confidential component of the same material for a customer, 

which increased the total manufacturing time. 

After the production, the build job was cooled down to room temperature and after the 

depowering phase, all the platform underwent a heat treatment that consisted of direct aging of 

the produced part to be kept in the furnace at a temperature of 200°C for 4 hours. This treatment 

is commonly applied to all components made of AlSi10Mg material in Beamit. 

 

Table 8 - Mechanical properties of AlSi10Mg after direct aging heat treatment (Beamit 
AlSi10Mg datasheet) 

Young Modulus [GPa] 77  
Yield Strength  [MPa] 232 

Ultimate Tensile Strenght (UTS) [MPa] 414 
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Figure 32 - Build job showing optimized suspension arms, miniature specimens, and 
software calibration specimens after fabrication and prior to separation from the build 

platform and support removal 

 

The parts were first removed from the build platform using wire erosion, and then the 

supports were carefully removed with pliers to avoid any potential damage. Upon initial 

inspection, the components have distinct differences due to their varying orientations and 

optimized surface structures. The support removal process was done manually and required time 

and care to ensure the best possible final surface finish. After removing the supports, the 

components were sandblasted with corundum powder to further improve the surface finish. Figure 

33 shows a close view of the suspension arms printed according to the two directions with respect 

to the building.  The distribution of the supports is significantly different and is expected to affect 

locally the surface quality and possibly the local strength in dependence on different heat flows.  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 33 – Views of the suspension arms printed according to the two orientations 
with respect to building direction also show the different distributions of supports.; 

a)orientation A; b)orientation B 
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The miniature specimens were not given any additional surface finishing and were kept in 

their original surface state.  

The variation in surface condition between the two geometries is due to Beamit standard 

procedure of sandblasting the components after fabrication. The miniature samples were left 

untreated to focus on the as-built condition and adopt a cautious approach for fatigue performance 

evaluation by examining properties under the worst surface condition. 

The static mechanical characteristics of L-PBF AlSi10Mg of Table 8 were determined by 

Beam-It using dedicated specimens and verified to comply with the reference data of the qualified 

process. The focus of the miniature samples is the flat surface, which will be tested to determine 

the material's fatigue strength and how it is affected by the manufacturing process. The surface 

morphology varies depending on the orientation of the coupons and the layer-by-layer building 

process. The flat surface of A-samples is characterized by a hatching pattern, and it is apparent 

that since this surface corresponds to the last layer built, it is directly influenced by the scanning 

strategy. The flat surfaces of B and C samples are determined by the layer-by-layer process but 

with a 90-degree difference in orientation. The build direction is parallel to the longitudinal 

direction of the sample for C and perpendicular for B.  The samples built with a 45-degree 

orientation have a flat surface that is fully affected by the removal of the support structures and 

the imprecision of the manual removal operation. These samples are tested in their as-built 

condition without any further post-processing to evaluate the effect of manual support removal 

on fatigue properties. Figure 34 shows the different qualities of the test surfaces of the four types 

of miniature specimens qualitatively. Later the characterization in terms of surface roughness will 

be provided. 

 

 
A- 

 
B 

 
C 

 
45+ 

Figure 34 – Flat surface of the miniature samples manufactured alongside the 
components to characterize the fatigue performance of the material 
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3.2.3 Process simulation software calibration 

The simulation process was updated and re-executed using information obtained from the 

calibration sample, considering the impact of heat treatment on the final properties and 

deformation of the calibration sample. This enabled more accurate predictions of residual stress 

values on the samples and components being examined. To simulate the distributions of residual 

stresses on the optimized arm and miniature samples, the process simulation software was 

calibrated, and the Inherent Strain vector was determined by evaluating the deflection of the 

calibration specimens produced in the same job, including the effects of thermal treatment. The 

procedure involves printing two calibration specimens alongside the arms, which must be 

subjected to the same thermal treatment (kept in an oven at 200°C for 4 hours) and then cut and 

measured to quantify the deflection. 

Experimental calibration is the quickest and most efficient way to determine the Inherent 

Strain (IS) to be used as a starting point for mechanical analysis. This method involves creating a 

calibration specimen and measuring its strain, which includes information about all the 

parameters used in the production process, such as material, laser power, scanning speed, 

scanning technique, layer height, chamber temperature, etc. Once the strain of the calibration 

specimen is known, a procedure is carried out by running a series of mechanical simulations on 

the specimen, where the values of IS applied as a mechanical load are iteratively varied. The 

calibration is considered complete when the simulated strain value matches the measured one on 

the actual cantilever produced in the job of interest, and at this point, the derived IS set is saved 

and used as input for future simulations. It is important to note that this method is more reliable 

when the printing conditions of the calibration specimen are like those of the simulated build job 

otherwise, a new calibration procedure should be conducted if any parameter is changed.  

 

 

Figure 35 – Cantilever calibration sample manufactured to evaluate the deflection 
induced by the process after removal from the build plate and for the calibration simulation 
software 
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It is also necessary to calibrate the effects of the heat treatment. First, a simulation of an 

unheattreated calibration specimen is recommended to evaluate the expected tension on the top 

surface of the specimen before the heat treatment is applied. Then, the heat treatment is simulated 

by selecting the option that considers the heat treatment before the removal of the specimen from 

the printing plate and specifying the material properties at the heating temperature and the 

expected residual stresses. The Young's modulus of the material, evaluated at the heat treatment 

temperature [112], [113], and the maximum value of the Von Mises stress expected because of 

the treatment are introduced in the software and the simulation is then launched and the simulated 

strain is compared to the measured strain. If they do not match, the simulation is iteratively 

repeated by adjusting the expected Von Mises stress value until the simulated strain matches the 

measured one. 

 

3.3 Experimental results 
Extensive laboratory investigations were conducted to characterize parts and specimens 

produced using L-PBF AlSi10Mg alloy and the results of this activity are reported here. The 

experimental characterization was in terms of: i) hardness maps to determine the uniformity of 

the material strength across specimens and components and ii) linear roughness measurements to 

quantify the role of surface orientation with respect to build direction since this was expected to 

play a role during fatigue testing.  

Then, specimens and components were characterized in terms of residual stresses. In this 

case, the residual stresses were obtained by process simulation using the AMPHYON software 

after a preliminary experimental calibration using the ad-hoc specimens printed together with 

specimens and components. They are introduced in this section because they depend on the 

experimental calibration and they are useful in the interpretation of the fatigue test results obtained 

on components and specimens that are also presented here. It is emphasized that the computed 

residual stresses in the specimens were confirmed by experimental measurements given in [106], 

[114].  

The most important experiments, however were the fatigue tests of the components using 

a servo-hydraulic test system and the fatigue tests of the miniature specimens with a dedicated 

electromechanical test system applying the method previously described (Figure 24). The fatigue 

test results obtained on the components are the reference data for the validation of a fatigue design 

methodology to be presented and discussed in the next section.  The fatigue test results obtained 

on the different sets of miniature specimens are the basic material response data used in the fatigue 
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design methodology to predict the fatigue behavior of the optimized components. This section 

initially presents all the data obtained on the optimized L-PBF control arms and then all the data 

for the miniature L-PBF specimens.  

 

3.3.1 Optimized L-PBF AlSi10Mg control arms 

3.3.1.1 Hardness 

To evaluate the consistency of the 3D printing process in producing items with optimal 

performance in static conditions, a preliminary analysis was conducted to compare results 

between the different orientations of the optimized component and the consistency of the process 

in the height of the build volume. Hardness was measured using the Rockwell B scale and planned 

to gather data on the part's static characteristics across its height. Results showed good 

repeatability of hardness in the longitudinal direction for various points on the samples when 

tested in different orientations. Two components for each orientation were measured, two data 

points were collected at each measurement point, and the average results were considered for the 

analysis. The measuring point are reported in red in Figure 37 

Based on the minimal variations observed in the two samples, it can be recognized that the 

manufacturing procedure affects the material properties with respect to the distance from the build 

platform. A small range of measured values was observed, with component A showing slightly 

higher hardness in the lower portion of the volume when compared to component B, while the 

hardness in the upper portion became more similar for both components. However, the values for 

both components remained within the range of 52 HRB to 57 HRB, as shown in the measurements 

results described in Figure 36 

 

 
Figure 36 – Surface Hardness distribution along the length of the optimized arm in 

relation to the build direction. 
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Figure 37 – Hardness measurement location on the optimized sample 

 

3.3.1.2 Roughness of components 

The surface roughness of components fabricated using L-PBF is known to be a critical 

factor that can affect the mechanical properties of the part. Therefore, it is important to investigate 

surface morphology to understand the quality of the surface finish. In this case, the components 

were subjected to sandblasting after production. Four positions on the optimized component were 

measured for linear roughness evaluation to determine the uniformity of the post-process and to 

see if there were any differences in the different areas of the sample or between the two sample 

orientations. As shown in Figure 38, four areas of the part were selected for surface roughness 

evaluation. Positions 1 and 2 were chosen to compare the differences between the two orientations 

of the components and to investigate any differences related to the position of the surface, which 

were respectively up-skin and down-skin for component A, and inverted for component B. 

Positions 3 and 4 were selected to compare the roughness values on a flat surface for the two 

differently oriented samples and to investigate the differences between the lower and upper part 

of the build volume. Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure the surface roughness on the 

surface characterized by the removal of the support structures since they were in areas that were 

not accessible with the stylus of the contact profilometer used for this investigation. 

 

 

Figure 38 – Optimized bracket with the indication of the areas where linear profile 
roughness was collected 

 

Table 9 shows that the roughness of the optimized arm is consistent throughout the part, 

with no significant differences found between areas A and B. This suggests that sandblasting 
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uniformed the surface of the components. However, without roughness measurements before 

surface treatment, it is difficult to determine the specific impact of sandblasting on surface 

morphology. 

 

Table 9 – Linear surface roughness parameters measured on the parts. 

Orientation Position Ra [mm] Rz [mm]  Rq [mm] Rt [mm] 

A 

1 5,20 14,70 2,22 14,84 
2 4,93 13,93 2,25 14,07 
3 3,83 10,82 1,61 10,93 
4 4,47 12,64 2,59 12,77 

B 

1 4,28 12,09 1,59 12,21 
2 6,99 19,78 3,43 19,97 
3 4,92 13,91 3,40 14,05 
4 4,63 13,09 2,07 13,22 

 

3.3.1.3 Fatigue tests 

Fatigue tests of the optimized L-PBF AlSi10Mg control arms were performed in the 

laboratory using servo-hydraulic equipment. Each component was evaluated in three different 

ways to obtain multiple load-life data from a single part. The components printed according to 

orientation A and orientation B were tested under testing configurations TC1, TC2, and TC3. 

While test configuration TC1 was strictly related to the service condition of a lower control arm, 

that is three-point bending; the other two configurations exploited the remaining sound part after 

the preceding fatigue failure.  So conditions TC2 and TC3, while not representative of a lower 

control arm application, are however relevant for linking the complex geometry of an optimized 

L-PBF AlSi10Mg component to a specific loading condition, failure mode, and fatigue life.  

To guide the definition of the experimental loading conditions, elastic FE analyses were 

preliminarily carried out for the three loading modes using the commercial HYPERMESH 

software. Simulation of the different test setups ensured that results accurately reflected actual 

complex test conditions and identified areas of high stress and potential failure points. The FE 

analysis improved the understanding of the structural behavior of topologically optimized 

geometries.  

From the simulation standpoint, loads were applied to the component through steel pins 

connected to the loading rig of the testing machine. To ensure that the load was transferred 

correctly from the pins to the actual part, nylon bushings were positioned to couple the pin and 

the cylindrical boundary of the arm, see Figure 39.  
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The cylindrical steel pins were modeled assuming an elastic modulus of 210 GPa. The 

nylon bushings that were inserted between the component and the pins to ensure an accurate 

transfer of the load were assumed to have an elastic modulus of 3 GPa. The contact interface was 

modeled between the component and the bushings and also between the bushings and pins. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Optimized component prepared for fatigue testing with nylon bushing 
positioned inside the part. 

 

The FEA mesh was developed using tetrahedral elements with an increased density of 

elements in the portions of the components close to notches or small radii of curvature. This 

helped to ensure that the simulation captured the behavior of the component in these critical areas 

with a higher degree of accuracy. The use of tetrahedral elements also allowed for a more accurate 

representation of the geometry of the component, making the simulation results more reliable. 

The constraints and forces were applied to the ends of the steel pins, and the degrees of freedom 

were assigned to ensure the appropriate displacements of the part. The reference applied load of 

3000 N was used to perform the numerical simulations. Elastic stress distributions associated with 

other load levels could be predicted using a linear relation.  

The relevant FEA results for the three-test configuration TC1, TC2 and TC3 are now 

presented with potential failure locations identified as M, U, S1, and S2. 

 

Location of fatigue crack initiation and reference local stress 

Testing Configuration 1 

Testing configuration 1, also known as TC1, represented the original loading condition of 

the parts and was the same used during the optimization process to achieve the best response to 

the applied load. The configuration closely resembles a three-point bending setup, with 

constraints at the extremities of the component and a vertical load applied in the middle. This 

configuration (Figure 40) is used to simulate a loading scenario where the component is supported 

at both ends and loaded in the middle. The arm was mounted on the servo-hydraulic system, with 

nylon bushings inserted between the aluminum geometry and the steel pin. The numerical 
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simulation model replicates the experimental setup precisely, with a 3000N force split and applied 

to the central pin on the two external sides. The load is applied perpendicular to the line connecting 

the center of the two circular extremities. The degree of freedom allows movement along the x-

axis to avoid over-constraining the structure. The interaction between the bushing, steel, and 

component is modeled without any initial pre-load. 

 

a)  b)  

Figure 40 – First testing configuration: three-point bending. a) numerical simulation 
model with the definition of load and constraints; b) experimental setup for TC1 

 

The contour plot of the principal stress distribution (Figure 41) for testing configuration 1 

(TC1) shows that the highest stress points are located near the fillet connecting the optimized 

volume of the component and the non-design space (location M). This feature creates a stress 

concentration point where the highest stress values are recorded. Although the loading condition 

is symmetric, the principal stress peak values are similar but not identical due to the slight 

asymmetry introduced by the manual remodeling of the topologically optimized volume. For 

analysis and comparison with experimental results, the highest stress value of 228 MPa was 

considered. 

 

a) b)  
 

Figure 41 – Contour plot of the principal stress distribution for testing configuration 1 
(TC1) the critical point in position M. a) contour plot of the tested components; b) detail of 

the contour plot with identification peak stress point. 
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Testing configuration 2 

Testing configuration 2, also known as TC2, is an additional test setup used to evaluate the fatigue 

behavior of the components after they fail under TC1. This configuration (Figure 42) simulates a 

tensile load applied to the parts by vertically positioning the component in the testing machine. 

Although this type of loading is not theoretically appropriate for this type of topology, it is useful 

for obtaining additional information about the material and design. The arm was attached to the 

testing machine to assess the component with TC2. Nylon bushings were inserted between the 

aluminum geometry and the steel pin to transfer the loads. 

 

a)  b)  
Figure 42 – Second testing configuration with vertical tensile loading. a) numerical 

simulation model with the definition of load and constraints; b) experimental setup for TC2 

 

The numerical simulation model replicates the experimental setup for TC2, where a force of 

3000N is split and applied to the top pin, loading the component in a tensile configuration (Figure 

43). The lower steel pin is constrained, and the degree of freedom of the top part allows for 

displacement along the vertical axis, parallel to the longitudinal direction. The contour plot of the 

principal stress distribution for TC2 shows four major stress concentration points, which are 

located near the fillet connecting the optimized volume of the component and the non-design 

space. 

The most stressed areas are on the S1 side with the highest stress value equal to 167 MPa and 

used for the analysis and comparison with experimental results. On the S2 side, the most stressed 

area is located near the blended notch, which connects the optimized portion of the component 

with the non-design space. The highest principal stress value of 150 MPa was used to evaluate 

the component under TC2  
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a)   b)  

c)   d)  

Figure 43 – Contour plot of the principal stress distribution for testing configuration 2. 
(TC2). The critical points are in positions S1 (a – b) and S2 (c-d). 

 

Testing configuration 3 

Testing Configuration 3 (TC3) was established to acquire additional experimental data about the 

fatigue properties of the component (Figure 43). A setup similar to TC2 was used, but with a steel 

pin directly in contact with the aluminum component. One major concern with this configuration 

is the possibility of contact stress occurring between the two materials. The finite element (FE) 

model replicates the experimental setup for Configuration 3, where the force of 3000N is split 

and applied to the top pin, loading the component in a tensile configuration. The lower steel pin 

is constrained, and the degree of freedom of the top steel is a translation along the vertical axis. 

 

  
Figure 44 - Third testing configuration with vertical tensile loading and contact 

between the component and the steel pin.  a) numerical simulation model with the definition 
of load and constraints; b) experimental setup for TC3 
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The contour plot of the principal stress distribution for TC3 shows four major highly stressed 

areas located on the thinner sections of the optimized structure on both the external and internal 

sides of the truss. The stress was identified as slightly higher on the internal side (Figure 45 c-d) 

and similar but slightly lower on the external side of the component (Figure 45 a-b); for the 

planning and the correlation of the experiments, the overall highest stress value of 98 MPa was 

considered due to the observed limited differences. 

The peak stress values evaluated from FEA with a reference load of 3000N were identified 

for each testing configuration and reported in Table 10. The maximum stress value determined in 

the numerical simulation was used to determine the different load levels at which the fatigue test 

was carried out. 

In conclusion, the FEA of the three testing configurations identified four critical locations 

where fatigue crack initiation is expected. Table 10 and Figure 46 summarize the points identified 

for the specific TC and the peak stress at 3kN.  

 

 

  
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 45 - Contour plot of the principal stress distribution for testing configuration 3. 
(TC2). The critical points are in position U with distribution peak stress values on the external 

side (a – b) and on the internal side (c-d), but with limited differences. 
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Table 10 – Position of the peak stress related to the relative testing configuration and 
principal stress value determined by an applied load of 3000N evaluated with FEA 

Peak-stress location Test Configuration 
𝜎  [MPa] 

@3kN 
M TC1 228 
S1 TC2 150 
S2 TC2 167 
U TC3 98 

 

 

Figure 46 – Optimized arm with the indication of the higher stressed point for each 
loading configuration and where the failure occurred 

 

3.3.1.4 Fatigue tests of components 

The fatigue behavior of the parts was evaluated by testing the components and reproducing 

the service load. This was done at the University of Parma's laboratories, where three different 

testing configurations were used to gather as much information as possible about the component's 

performance. The fatigue tests of the components were performed at an experimental stress ratio 

of R = 0.1 and a test frequency of 5 Hz. The run-out, which represents test interruption without 

failure, are identified in the plots with arrows. This information allows an understanding of how 

the component performs under different loading conditions, how many cycles the component can 

survive before failure, and what critical areas of the component are more likely to fail. The tests 

were performed on each component starting from the original service condition, represented by 

Test Configuration 1 (TC1). Three samples were tested for each orientation, and the failure point 

was always identified as the location where the highest stress was observed with numerical 

simulation, which is point M, corresponding to the blended notch root under the right pin 

coupling. After the failure of the component under the first testing condition, the testing setup 

was switched to the second configuration, Test Configuration 2 (TC2), to collect additional 
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fatigue data. The numerical simulation of TC2 identified two different critical locations with high 

stress, S1 and S2, where the crack occurred at a blended notch root under the top pin coupling. 

After the completion of the second testing option, the final configuration was established to 

acquire additional information by loading the remaining material to determine another stress 

distribution. Test Configuration 3 (TC3) allowed identifying failure positions that were far from 

the critical notches. The results of the fatigue testing are reported in Table 12 and plotted in semi-

log S-N curve in Figure 47. 

 

 

Figure 47 - Fatigue behavior of A and B components on the different testing 
configurations. 

 

To generalize the experimental results, the data for each individual set were interpolated using 

the power law relationship of the type.  

𝜎 𝑁 ∗ 𝐴 

By means of the least square method (ASTM-E739) and the statistical estimation of the 

parameters for the linear model log(N) = log(A) + b log(σ) obtained and reported in Table 11. 

 

Table 11 - S-N power law coefficients and exponents experimental fatigue strength at 2 
106 cycles 

log(A) b R2 Number of tests Estimated fatigue strength at 2 106 cycles [MPa] 

15.14 -4.27 0.72 18 130/140 
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Table 12 – Summary of the fatigue test performed on the optimized component at R=0,1 

Specimen 
ID 

Test 
Configuration 

Crack 
initiation 

Point 

Max 
Experimental 

Load [N] 

Nominal stress 
s11 

@crack 
initiation point 

Cycles to 
failure 

A1 
TC1 M 3763 285,9 156000 
TC2 S1 3400 189,2 252900 
TC3 U 5506,9 179,9 146000       

B1 
TC1 M 3000 228 209000 
TC2 S2 2900 145 678730 
TC3 U 4722,7 154,3 686916       

A2 
TC1 M 4500 342 15000 
TC2 S1 3774 210,1 195000       

B2 
TC1 M 2150 163,4 725777 
TC2 S2 3200 160 1008000 
TC3 U 7434 242,9 24000       

A3 

TC1_step1 runout 1634 124,18 3488500  
TC1_step2 M 2452 186,35 459000 

TC2 S1 2622 145,96 728782 
TC3 U 6566 214,49 206795       

B3 
B3 

TC1 runout 1850 140,60 2000000 
TC2 S2 4200 210 107400 
TC3 U 6000 196,00  

 

The R-squared parameter of about 0.72 indicates that the model fits the data well, but other 

factors that influence the dependent variable need to be included and considered in the model. 

It is apparent that the scatter in the stress values is greater when they exceed the yield 

strength of the material. This may suggest that plasticity is present in the component, which could 

result in a different fatigue response that needs to be considered when interpreting the results of 

the model. The experimental fatigue strength of the aluminum components was determined to be 

around 130/140 MPa, and the position of the failures corresponded to the highest stress position 

identified by the FEA for all the tested parts. 

The local FEA stress vs. life plots of A and B components show similar fatigue behavior. 

But the results from testing on various configurations revealed the importance of conducting 

multiple fatigue evaluations and experiments. The manufacturing process has a crucial influence 

on the fatigue life of the parts and the location where fatigue cracking occurs.  

Both A and B components failed at the same location when subjected to Test Configuration 

1 or TC1, i.e. close to the blended notch root at the right pin coupling (failure location M). The 

indication of the position and optical observation of the fracture surface is reported in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48- Component A1 tested at TC1 and identification of the failure location at M 
critical point and fracture surface 

 

When tested under Configuration 2 (TC2), different crack initiation points were identified 

for orientation A and orientation B. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 49 - Components tested at TC2, identification of the failure location, and optical 
observation of the fracture surface. a)Component A1 with failure location at S1 critical point; 

b)Component B1 with failure location at S2 critical point 

 

 All the Orientation A components failed at the S1 position (Figure 49-a), while orientation 

B components failed at the S2 position (Figure 49-b),. This evidence is relevant because it 

demonstrates that the slightly different geometries of components A and B induce different failure 

patterns and different fatigue lives despite being subjected to the same loading condition.  

Component A is tilted towards the S1 side (Figure 33-a), thus requiring support structures 

near the critical S1 location. Their presence is associated with a rougher surface morphology upon 

support removal compared to unsupported surfaces and the creation of small local defects, which 

act as a crack initiation point for A-oriented parts.  
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Components B, on the other hand, were fabricated when tilted towards the S2 side, thus 

determining a similar situation on the opposite side S2 (Figure 33-b), which proved more critical 

for component B. The common point of fracture propagation in both A and B components 

indicates that the defects causing fracture originated from the supported areas.  

The experimental crack initiation point of components tested at TC3 confirms the FEA 

predictions that a high-stress area of the component is most critical. The failure occurs on the 

thinner portion of the optimized structure (Figure 50).  

 

 

Figure 50 - Component B1 tested at TC3 and identification of the failure location at U critical 

point and fracture surface 

 

The identification of the precise point of failure helped to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical 

model and to correlate the results of the experimental activities with the expected critical peak 

stress position. Additionally, it allowed us to identify where the material failed and understand 

the reasons behind it. Furthermore, this information is crucial for the design optimization process, 

as it can help to identify areas of the component that need to be strengthened or modified in order 

to improve the performance. By comparing the location of the failure to the predicted stress 

concentration points, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of the topology optimization 

process in addressing these critical areas. Overall, the correlation between the numerical model 

and the experimental results provides valuable insights into the strength and durability of the 

component and can inform future design decisions. This information can be used to improve the 

mechanical properties of the component and to validate the simulation results by comparing them 

to the experimental data. Further examination in SEM would define more clearly the quality of 

the crack initiation points. 

 

3.3.2 Residual stresses in the components 

To understand the impact of different orientations on the final properties, the residual stresses on 

the component were evaluated for the two directions. Residual stresses are considered crucial in 
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additive manufacturing because they can affect the final behavior and performance of the part. 

Heat treatments may not always be sufficient to address this issue, so it is important to consider 

residual stresses when characterizing the mechanical properties of the part. To compare the stress 

distribution between the two orientations, the residual stress was evaluated using the software 

Amphion’s term of stress component, which helped in obtaining the stress distribution for 

orientations A and B. The overall outcome of the simulation performed with Amphion simulation 

software is the distribution of the residual stress with the highlight of the more affected part of 

parts and the identification of the portion of the component that is characterized by the higher 

deformation. 

 

 

a) 

  

b) 

Figure 51 –Displacement of the components after production; a) Orientation A; b) 
Orientation B 

 

Based on the simulation results reported in Figure 51, it appears that the oriented A samples 

do not experience significant deformation. The highest estimated deformation is 0.121 mm, which 

is relatively low compared to earlier evaluations for the orientation definition. This may be due 

to the stress reduction from heat treatment and the optimization of supports during the 

manufacturing process.  The results of the process simulation for component B are reported in 

Figure 51-b. The strain evaluation for orientation B does not show any critical aspect and is 

consistent with the results for orientation A.  

By extracting the x, y, and z stress components at each node, it is possible to gain a deeper 

understanding of the distribution of residual stress and the stress components that have the most 

influence on fatigue response. This allows for the selection of the most relevant stress component, 

which was found to be parallel to the built direction and the Z axis and parallel to the stress 

direction of the load applied during testing. 
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CLOUDCOMPARE, an open-source software, was utilized to manage the results obtained 

from Amphion, which were exported in terms of node coordinates and local stress values. The 

point cloud generated by this process was then further processed to visualize the specific stress 

values for the chosen stress component. This allowed for the examination of the distribution of 

the stress values in the desired direction and provided a better understanding of the local stress 

distribution in the direction of the applied load during fatigue testing. This helped to identify areas 

of high stress and potential points of failure. 

The focus is on the critical location of the sample, which exhibits the highest structural 

stress according to the finite element analysis. The distribution of residual stress was examined at 

the specific points (M, U, S1, and S2) for both orientations, and the numerical values are reported 

in Figure 52. The different orientations of the components in the build chamber result in a different 

distribution of residual stress in these locations. Additionally, the left and right sides of the same 

oriented components also have different values, likely due to the asymmetry of the part and 

variations in meshing accuracy.  

However, since the values are similar and it is necessary to consider a standard deviation 

when evaluating residual stress, the average value is used for further analysis. The results of the 

measurement are reported in Table 13, with a standard deviation of 20 MPa considered. 

 

Table 13 – Residual stress distribution on critical location for Component A and B 
evaluated from process simulation. 

Component Position 𝜎  𝑀𝑃𝑎  𝜎  𝑀𝑃𝑎  𝜎  𝑀𝑃𝑎  ±20 

A 

S1 41 31 36 
S2 41 39 40 
U 51 42 46.5 
M 26 23 24.5 

B 

S1 57 45 51 
S2 45 51 48 
U 49 46 47.5 
M 32 31 31.5 
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Figure 52- Residual stress distribution evaluated on optimized component using 
process simulation software Amphion. The stress direction reported in the contour plot is Z 

parallel to the build direction. 
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3.3.3 Miniature L-PBF AlSi10Mg specimens 

Beyond the traditional methodology for characterizing the fatigue performance of L-PBF metals, 

it is important to keep in mind that many influencing factors can affect the final properties of the 

produced part, and the process itself can determine characteristics that lead to different material 

responses. In the case under examination, AlSi10Mg aluminum alloy was selected for production, 

and the part underwent specific post-process heat treatment. 

However, the final properties of the parts produced with L-PBF are characterized by 

different aspects that, when combined, describe the final behavior of the part; the superposition 

of the effects introduced by surface morphology, material microstructure, and defect distribution 

is complex and would require an extensive characterization campaign to recognize and correlate 

the various factors that are playing a role in describing the final mechanical properties. 

To qualify the basic material properties independently from the actual parts, witness 

samples were produced alongside the components during the job; gathering information regarding 

the mechanical fatigue properties of the material using the mini specimens is critical to validate 

the methodology and gather as much information as possible regarding the major influencing 

factors governing the fatigue life of the material. 

The miniature sample methodology was selected because of the possibility of obtaining a 

significant amount of information with limited material consumption compared to standard 

fatigue sample dimensions. Additionally, the small volume of the coupons allowed for freely 

orienting them in the build chamber and investigating the influence of the build direction on the 

mechanical properties of the part. 

Characterizing the material properties and the mechanical performance using 

representative samples instead of performing that activity on real parts is useful to have the chance 

to obtain more generalized information independently from the final shape of the specific 

component. This allows to recognize in the samples the information that can be transferred to the 

actual part in relation to the specific local properties and finally be able to properly design an L-

PBF part taking into account the most critical aspects and forecasting the performance of 

components in relation to the local properties. 

On the miniature samples, a variety of tests were conducted to assess the surface 

morphology of the specimen, as well as the impact of the process on the differently oriented flat 

surface. Specifically, roughness measurements were performed to gain insight into the surface 

roughness, while hardness measurements were conducted to obtain information about the static 
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mechanical properties of the material. All of these tests helped to provide a comprehensive 

understanding of the material's behavior under different conditions. 

 

3.3.3.1 Roughness 

The first parameters evaluated on the miniature sample were the linear surface roughness 

parameters measured on the flat surface. These were compared to observe differences and 

anisotropy caused by the production process. The surface morphology of the A-oriented samples 

is described by the scanning strategy and the wavy pattern introduced by the scanning strategy 

(Figure 34) and exhibited the lowest surface roughness value among the other orientations. B and 

C orientations exhibited similar surface roughness parameters, mainly due to the layer 

stratification and the presence of powder particles partially melted on the surface. The highest 

surface roughness was observed on the 45+ oriented samples. This was due to the presence of the 

supports, which are characterized by irregular surfaces and the presence of many imperfections 

that were measured on the higher roughness of the profile. The results of the roughness 

measurement are reported in Table 14. 

 

Table 14 - Roughness measurements on differently oriented surfaces and an indication 
of the direction of measurement(a) 

 

Sample  Ra [mm] Rz [mm] Rq [mm] Rt [mm] 

A 
Mean 3,22 9,09 1,59 9,01 

Dev std 0,20 0,58 0,22 0,73 

B 
Mean 5,09 14,38 2,39 14,52 

Dev std 0,48 1,37 0,37 1,38 

C 
Mean 6,25 17,79 2,69 18,01 

Dev std 0,17 0,64 0,43 0,63 

45+ 
Mean 7,98 22,55 4,03 22,78 

Dev std 1,69 4,78 1,07 4,83 
 

 

 

3.3.3.2 Hardness 

The orientation of the samples in the build volume can also influence the mechanical 

characteristics of the part, as the different process history acting on each geometry could lead to 

different material properties. To assess the anisotropy of the material caused by the process, 

Rockwell hardness measurements (HRB) were carried out on the flat surface of the miniature 

samples. The results are presented in Table 15. Four points were measured and averaged to get 

an average value for each specimen orientation. The difference between the hardness values for 
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each orientation is relevant with the highest values of hardness exhibited by C and B-oriented 

samples, which, similarly to what was observed for surface roughness, demonstrate similar 

properties. The lowest hardness HRB values were found in the A- and 45+ samples due to the 

specific orientation and the different thermal history during fabrication.  

 

  

Table 15 – Hardness measurement position and results. 

 

Miniature samples HRB Standard Deviation 
A- 52.7 1,60 
B 56,93 1,63 
C 57,65 1,09 

45+ 53,98 3,00 
 

 

3.3.3.3 Fatigue results of miniature samples 

The fatigue strength of the material and the effect of the investigated properties was then 

investigated by testing the miniature samples. Evaluating miniature specimens can be extremely 

beneficial when working with a limited amount of material since it is possible to get multiple 

specimens from the same amount of material as standard specimens, which can be especially 

useful for the high-cost process such as L-PBF.   

The fatigue results obtained by testing miniature specimens of as-built AlSi10Mg are 

presented as maximum stress σmax vs. number of cycles to fatigue crack initiation (N) data in the 

S-N plot reported in Figure 53. The fatigue tests were performed at a stress ratio of R=0 and a test 

frequency of 25Hz, the run-out, which represents test interruption without failure, was fixed at 2 

million cycles and is identified in the plots with arrows.  

Fatigue data trends are well distributed in the S-N plots with limited scatter for each 

specimen orientation; the best performance is exhibited by the A- sample, which demonstrates 

the highest experimental fatigue strength at 135 MPa. The lowest performance is reached by 45+ 

samples, which demonstrate a significant reduction compared to A- of about 35% (90 MPa). C 

and B samples exhibit intermediate and comparable fatigue behavior, revealing a similar trend 

and experimental fatigue strength (100 MPa). This evidence can be preliminarily related to the 

measured surface morphology, which is coherent with the results: A- samples are characterized 

by the lowest roughness and the best performance, while the 45+ samples, described by irregular 

surface morphology and the highest roughness, exhibited a reduced fatigue behavior. 
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Figure 53 - Fatigue behavior of as-built AlSi10Mg samples produced with SLM500, 
Nominal layer thickness 50μm. 

 

To generalize the experimental results, the data for each individual set were interpolated using 

the power law relationship of the type 𝜎 𝑁 ∗ 𝐴 , the statistical estimation of the parameters 

for the linear model log(N) = log(A) + b log(σ) are summarized in Table 16 in terms of estimated 

fatigue strength at 2 million cycles and, goodness of fit R2 and a number of tested specimens. 

The estimated fatigue strength was evaluated from the results of the experimental campaign, the 

estimated fatigue strength was derived from the results obtained on each samples orientation at 2 

million cycles. 

 

Table 16 - S-N power law coefficients and exponents. Fatigue strength at 2 106 cycles is 
estimated for different specimen orientations. 

Miniature 
sample 

log(A) b R2 Number of 
samples 

Estimated fatigue strength at 2 106 
cycles s [MPa] 

A- 21.21 -7.31 0.87 14 135 

B 18.22 -6.09 0.79 7 100 

C 13.80 -4.03 0.83 18 90 

45+ 13.77 -4.10 0.82 13 80 
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3.3.3.4 Residual stress on miniature samples 

Process simulation was performed on the miniature samples to evaluate the stress 

distribution on samples A, B, and C. The 45+ samples’ residual stress values were not evaluated 

during the simulation procedure because of the difficulties of simulating their distribution being 

in contact with the support structures. 

The process simulation was performed as previously stated, reproducing the process 

parameter used for the fabrication of the real job. 

The stress component that was taken in consideration is the stress direction parallel to the 

longitudinal dimension of the sample(Figure 54), that is the direction of application of the stress 

during the fatigue testing. The direction was the same for each sample and the stress distribution 

was evaluated on the top part of the cross-sectional area at the flat surface opposite to the notch. 

 

 
Figure 54 – a) direction of the miniature samples evaluated for residual stress 

calculation with process simulation and the direction of evaluated stress indicated with red 
arrow. 

 
The results of the process simulation and the numerical values of the distribution of residual 

stress observed on the samples is reported in Figure 55 and Figure 56. The first observation that 

is possible to see is that the difference between each orientation is significant because of the 

different process histories that each specimen experienced. The trend of the residual stress 

distribution on the profile is not uniform and changes along the section. Specimen C and A- 

display a symmetrical distribution of residual stress; instead the specimen B demonstratd an 

increase; this result is related to the process itself that, for C and A- the linear section that we are 

observing and analyzing is extrapolated from the same layer and then characterize by the same 

thermal history and process induced effects; instead the analyzed profile of B sample describe the 

trend induced by all the layer that contributed in building that sample. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 55 – Contour plot of the residual stress distribution evaluated using the software 
simulation software AMPHYON. a) A; b) B, c) C. 

 

It is important to note that the stress values measured in the middle of the cross-section is 

the one considered for the analysis and for further discussion because it is measured with a more 

uniform distribution of elements and describe more accurately the stress values, avoiding the 

stress singularities that have been observed on the edges of the simulated samples. 

The vertical miniature sample C demonstrates the highest positive residual stress with the 

highest values on the edges of the sample and the lowest value of about 185MPa in the middle. 

The other two orientations demonstrate a lower residual stress distribution, with positive 

residual stress of 50MPa for sample B and of 3MPa for orientation A 

 

 

 
Figure 56 – Residual stress distribution on cross section of the miniature samples, the 

dashed line indicates the top surface line where the residual stress was evaluated for each 
orientation. 

 
The value of the residual stress evaluated with process simulation software on A-, B, and 

C are reported in Table 17. 
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Table 17 – Reference residual stress values measured on the top profile of the cross-

sectional area of the fatigue miniature sample 

Sample type - Flat side Stress [Mpa] 

A- 3 

B 50 

C 185 

 
The resultant residual stress values are compared with results obtained from other studies; 

Beretta et al. [106] produced a differently oriented sample on the build platform to evaluate the 

fatigue performance of AlSi10 and investigated the residual stress generated by the manufacturing 

process by X-ray diffraction. The vertical C sample demonstrated the highest tensile residual 

stress compared with the other orientation (167,7±20.1 MPa) and considerably lower value of 

residual stress for A (−6.9 ±10.3 MPa) and B (−14 ±9.4MPa). Samples A and B, which are directly 

connected to the baseplate, are likely to cool faster and have lower residual stresses, as indicated 

by the low compressive stresses observed. Meanwhile, sample type C, which does not have any 

supports in a vertical position, has the highest tensile residual stress. Another evidence of residual 

stress measurement on AlSI10manufactured by L-PBF is demonstrated by Bagherifard et al [114] 

that measured the distribution of process-induced residual stress on the vertical as-built sample 

prior to specific heat treatment finding a consistent distribution of tensile residual stress measuring 

the highest value of about 100MPa but with an elevated standard deviation of +-40. In addition, 

Salmi et al[115], focused on the measurement of the residual stress on L-PBF AlSi10Mg using 

the hole-drilling method (HDM) which is a residual stress measurement technique that is used in 

industrial practice[116]. The residual stress measured on the vertically fabricated samples reached 

the highest values reaching the highest value of 100 MPa with limited standard deviation and the 

horizontal samples are characterized by a residual stress equal to 50mpa. 

Because of the many factors that affect the residual stress distribution, it is difficult to give 

clear-cut answers about how to measure residual stress accurately. Nevertheless, the distribution 

of residual stress was confirmed to have the maximum value when printed vertically. This result 

offered important information regarding the accuracy of the data obtained using process 

simulation software; despite a disparity between the values obtained through numerical 

simulation and experimental measurement, the three different methods provided coherent results 

that confirmed the reliability and usefulness of the numerical tool to evaluate the residual stress 

distribution. 
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3.3.3.5 Literature comparison 

The results obtained from the miniature sample testing allowed to observe that the fatigue 

behavior of the material is anisotropic and their final different properties are also confirmed by 

the different properties measured on the samples in terms of surface roughness, hardness, and 

residual stress. 

 Sample A has a roughness of 9.09 µm, a hardness of 51.4 HRB, a residual stress of 3 MPa 

and an experimental fatigue strength of 135 MPa. 

 Sample B has a roughness of 14.38 µm, a hardness of 56.93 HRB, a residual stress of 50 

MPa and an experimental fatigue strength of 100 MPa. 

 Sample C has a roughness of 17.8 µm, a hardness of 57.65 HRB, a residual stress of 185 

MPa and an experimental fatigue strength of 90 MPa. 

 Sample 45+ has a roughness of 22.55 µm, a hardness of 53.98 HRB, and experimental 

fatigue strength of 80 MPa, and residual stress was not calculated. 

To ensure consistency, the results of the test conducted on a small sample were compared with 

those of the fatigue test conducted on as-built samples collected from the literature. The 

comparison was made using the results of tests conducted under similar conditions from 

Gerov[117], Beretta[106], Nicoletto[118] and Aboulkhair[119], that tested AlSi10Mg produced 

by L-PBF at the as-fabricated surface condition and the comparison plot is reported in Figure 57. 

Often only vertically built specimens, that is, specimens with their longitudinal axis parallel 

to the build direction, are often used for the characterization of the L-PBF material performance. 

This orientation is preferred because testing the layer-wise fabricated material and the peculiar, 

elongated microstructure produced is expected to provide a conservative performance. Data 

obtained according to this orientation are then used in comparison with literature and reference 

data to assess the success of the L-PBF process. 

The results of the current work were consistent with the ones obtained previously, 

indicating that the new testing method was effective and the testing methodology valid. The data 

obtained from the new methodology was distributed similarly to that reported in the literature, 

further confirming the accuracy of the results. This suggests that the novel testing method could 

be a reliable and valuable tool for collecting data and obtaining meaningful results in the future. 

Moreover, the data obtained was found to be of high quality, providing a strong foundation for 

further research and development in this area. Furthermore, the testing method was found to be 

easy to use and versatile, allowing for the collection of data from a variety of sources across a 
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range of different contexts. This indicates that the method could be an asset for future research, 

providing an efficient and reliable way of collecting data and obtaining results. 

The following chapter presents a comparison of the results from fatigue testing and 

measurements on miniature samples with those obtained from testing on the actual part. It also 

describes the methodology used to evaluate the mechanical properties of the part. 

 

 
Figure 57 - AlSi10Mg fatigue test comparison performed on as-built samples R=0,1 

 

3.4 Integrated workflow used to develop the fatigue 

design methodology of an L-PBF AlSi10Mg part 
Figure 58 summarizes the sequence of the activities that were developed to design, 

fabricate, and qualify an L-PBF AlSi10Mg part. While the topological optimization mainly 

depended on the geometry and loading, the L-PBF fabrication of the part required numerical and 

experimental activities to arrive at a suitable job definition, defining the qualified process 

parameters for the equipment and material. Professional software were used to optimize the parts 

placements, support definition and job finalization. The L-PBF process conditions of AlSi10Mg 

determined the creation of residual stresses that can affect the structural performance and are 

frequently neglected. Here L-PBF process simulation software was used to determine residual 

stress distribution, and to support the part qualification phase, fatigue properties of L-PBF 
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AlSi10Mg were determined using miniature witness specimens. Experimental qualification in 

fatigue of the parts was performed on components tested in the laboratory. 

 

 

Figure 58 – Integrated design workflow for design, produce, and testing of L-PBF 
components. 

 

The main objective of this study is to present and discuss an integrated design workflow 

for a metal additive manufacturing (AM) part, specifically the lower suspension arm of a car. The 

workflow includes steps such as geometrical topological optimization, AM process simulation, 

actual part fabrication in an industrial-grade L-PBF system using the AlSi10Mg alloy powder, 

and structural qualification by fatigue testing of real parts under realistic working conditions. The 

suspension arm was selected as the component to be optimized as it is subjected to dynamic 

loading. It, therefore, requires a fatigue integrity assessment at the design stage and subsequent 

experimental verification. To perform the optimization, the geometry is divided into a "design 

space", where material can be removed to achieve an optimal geometry and a "non-design space", 

where material and geometry are fixed to guarantee necessary interfaces. The optimization goal 

is defined in terms of minimization of mass and global maximization of stiffness while respecting 

imposed limits and is characterized by the best stiffness-to-weight ratio. The validation of the 

reconstructed and optimized part geometry requires repeated finite element analyses to identify 

possible critical points and local model refinement. Numerical process simulation is used to 

forecast the distribution and magnitude of residual stresses and part deformation upon fabrication 

and after release from the build plate. The production includes the fabrication of optimized 
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suspension arms printed according to two different orientations to investigate differences in 

surface morphology, local hardness, and residual stress distribution, and miniature specimens are 

also produced to evaluate the effect of build direction on the fatigue performance of the material 

and to generate fatigue data for part qualification. The fatigue performance is a crucial aspect to 

be considered for part design and manufacturing process qualification, with laboratory tests used 

to correlate results from numerical simulation of the model and experimental results on the real 

part.  
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4 Fatigue design of L-PBF 

AlSi10Mg parts  
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4.1 Fatigue design approach 
The final section of the thesis brings together all the numerical and experimental results 

obtained and uses them within a fatigue design framework. The objective is to demonstrate that 

once a structural component is identified for redesign and production using L-PBF technology 

and AlSi10Mg powder, the proposed steps generate all the information needed to predict the 

fatigue life of the optimized L-PBF ALSi10Mg component.  

As in conventional fatigue design, materials allowable are needed to establish an acceptable 

level of local stresses at critical locations. However, L-PBF technology is still relatively new, AM 

metals are less known and understood compared to conventionally processed metals and fatigue 

characterizations are expensive and dependent on AM process parameters.  Here we experienced 

the use of witness specimens that were printed simultaneously with the parts, providing direct 

information on the combined effect of the fabrication process on fatigue performance. A number 

of factors, such as surface orientation with respect to building direction, as-built surface 

roughness, and heat treatment on fatigue of L-PBF AlSi10Mg are thus quantified.  

L-PBF fabrication of AlSi10Mg generates residual stresses that the direct aging heat 

treatment cannot eliminate. Therefore, residual stresses are needed to assess fatigue data of the 

actual component as well as of the miniature fatigue specimens. This information is obtained by 

L-PBF process simulation after calibration and is also used in the fatigue assessment.  

Finally, the optimized parts typically have a complex geometry that is highly complex with 

notches and thin sections. The surfaces not used to connect to other parts are typically left in the 

as-built state for economic and practical reasons. The elastic FE analysis is then needed to link 

complex geometry and loading patterns to fatigue-critical locations in part. Combining local stress 

variations and representative fatigue S-N behavior allows the prediction of the component life in 

fatigue.  

So now, the fatigue prediction methodology is proposed with reference to the optimized 

lower suspension arm component produced in AlSI10Mg by L-PBF. The raw fatigue data 

obtained by testing miniature specimens and components are recollected and given perspective in 

the initial subsection. Then both fatigue data sets are upgraded to systematically include several 

specific factors, such residual stresses, surface roughness, and surface orientation, with respect to 

building direction in the next two subsections. 

In the last subsection, the reviewed fatigue results from the two sources are compared to 

determine the degree of correlation between the actual fatigue lives of the components and the 

fatigue lives estimated on the basis of the upgraded miniature specimen data. A good correlation 
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would support the approach adopted and would demonstrate the usefulness of the miniature 

witness specimens, whose data could be used for the fatigue design of future L-PBF AlSi10Mg 

components. 

 

4.2 Integrated workflow for the fatigue design of L-

PBF AlSi10Mg parts 
All the activities developed in this thesis and described in the previous chapters initially 

followed a general workflow typical of the development of the L-PBF part shown in Fig. 16. 

However, the peculiar characteristics of L-PBF AlSi10Mg, which is directly aged only by Beamit 

before actual use, suggested a significant role played by residual stresses associated to the 

fabrication process. This motivated the use of the Amphyon software after suitable calibration to 

determine the distribution and quantify the respective values in the specimens and in the 

components. This added a demanding simulation phase to the initial workflow, and the results 

will be exploited in this section.  

Further, the fatigue characterization of L-PBF AlSi10Mg was performed originally using 

directional specimens with as-built surfaces because typically, surfaces of L-PBF parts are left in 

the as-built condition, and the parts themselves may be printed according to specific directions 

with the aim of reducing printing time or part distortion or optimal nesting of multiple parts in 

one build job. The directional fatigue behavior of the miniature specimens provides useful insight 

into the part response but adds a specific characterization phase to the generic workflow that 

would typically consider only standard specimens oriented in the vertical direction. The flowchart 

illustrated in Figure 59 shows the upgraded workflow specifically followed for the design, 

production, and qualification of the optimized control arm fabricated using L-PBF AlSi10Mg of 

this thesis that includes the residual stress simulation activity and the specific material 

characterization in fatigue using directional specimens. 

On the other hand, Figure 59 shows the streamlined workflow that could be adopted for the 

development of a new structural part made of L-PBF AlSi10Mg on the same AM equipment and 

with the same process parameters. The fatigue characterization at this stage would not be required 

as now available. The process simulation for residual stress determination would be needed 

because the different part geometry involves a specific residual stress distribution. 
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Figure 59 – Integrated procedure for the design of structural L-PBF part from reference 
fatigue properties 

 

4.3 Fatigue data of L-PBF AlSi10Mg specimens and 

components 
 

At this point, all data collected from experiments on specimens are reviewed and used to 

forecast the fatigue of L-PBF-manufactured components. In this section, the raw experimental 

data in terms of maximum cyclic stress vs number of cycles to failure for the four sets of miniature 

specimens and for all component tests are collected and plotted in the same diagram of  Figure 

60.  

Inspection of Figure 60 reveals that the directional specimen’s behavior, besides being 

distinct from each other in dependence on factors such as orientation in the build chamber, surface 

roughness, hardness, and microstructure, is also completely separated from the component S-N 

trend. Significant longer lives for a given stress level is observed from the control arm data.  

So, although the static mechanical properties of the samples and the full-sized component 

are similar, the results of the fatigue testing reveal important differences in their S-N curves. The 

conventional approach of estimating the fatigue behavior of a part from the UTS of the constative 

material is not applicable.  

If the part orientation effect is considered in terms of surface roughness, the vertical 

miniature specimens (denominated C) are expected to be especially relevant for the interpretation 

of the fatigue behavior of the optimized parts which were printed nearly vertically and whose 
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locations of fatigue crack initiation where on the lateral vertical surfaces Figure 60 however shows 

a gap in the S-N trends.  

The next section will introduce the role of the residual fabrication stress on the fatigue 

behavior of the parts and of the witness specimens analytically. 

 

 
Figure 60 - Experimental fatigue behavior of directional miniatures specimens and 

optimized parts made of L-PBF AlSi10Mg 

 

4.4 Upgrade of fatigue data from miniature specimen 

tests  
The fatigue data obtained on the miniature specimens and on the lower control arms are 

reexamined in this section to account for the role of the residual stresses. 

Table 18 summarizes the characterizing data of the directional miniature specimens of L-

PBF AlSi10Mg obtained previously as surface roughness in terms of Rz value and hardness for 

each sample. 

Table 18 – Representative properties of AlSi10Mg miniature samples 

 Rz [m] HRB Residual stress [Mpa] 
A 9,01 51,4 3 
B 14,38 56,9 50 
C 19,78 57,7 185 
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 In addition, the last column lists the relevant residual stress values obtained from the L-

PBF process simulation described in the previous section and determined at the center of the flat 

specimen surface opposite to the round notch; that is where fatigue crack initiation occurs. It is 

noted that the vertical miniature specimens are characterized by a very high tensile residual stress 

compared to the other directions. 

On the other hand, all the fatigue tests on the miniature samples were conducted with a load 

ratio of R=0 as prescribed by the approach introduced in work. 

A factor to be considered to explain the fatigue strength differences among miniature 

specimens is the distribution of residual stress in different orientations of the samples, as residual 

stress can affect the fatigue performance by altering the intended load stress ratio R to an effective 

stress ratio Reff as mean stress in the load cycle would.  

Since the effective stress ratio is different for each sample depending on the actual testing 

load and residual stress of the specific configuration, it is necessary to correct the mean stress 

condition for each curve at a full reverse fatigue strength. The maximum and minimum stress 

values considering the influence of the residual stress are identified as effective stress values 

𝜎  and are equal to the nominal values considered in the experiment ( 𝜎  ) plus the residual 

stress 𝜎  evaluated with the process simulation on the specific orientation. 

𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒏𝒐𝒎 𝝈𝒓𝒆𝒔 (1) 

𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒏𝒐𝒎 𝝈𝒓𝒆𝒔 
(2) 

𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒏𝒐𝒎 𝝈𝒓𝒆𝒔 
(3) 

𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒏𝒐𝒎 𝝈𝒓𝒆𝒔 
(4) 

 
The effective load stress ratio 𝑅 , describe the effective load ration of each sample 

depending from the experimental stress applied and the residual stress recognized for the single 

orientation. 

 

𝑹𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒆𝒇𝒇

𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇
 (5) 

 

As a result, the residual stresses acting on the sample lead to a change in the definition of 

the mean stress and stress amplitude. 
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𝝈𝒎,𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒆𝒇𝒇

𝟐
 

(6) 

𝝈𝒂𝒎𝒑,𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒆𝒇𝒇

𝟐
 (7) 

 

The results of the fatigue tests performed on the three different orientations of miniature 

samples, with the indication of the nominal stress applied during the experimental campaign under 

a nominal load stress ratio R=0 and the effective values, including the effect of the residual stress 

which generates a different load stress ratio 𝑅  for each test, conditions are reported in Table 

20. 

Since these fatigue data are effectively characterized by given constant amplitude values 

but different R ratios, to be compared they must be converted to the same stress ratio. Therefore, 

the following Goodman-Haigh relation[120], is used to convert the effective experimental values 

to an equivalent fully reversed loading condition, R=-1, 

𝜎 ,
𝜎 ,

1
𝜎 ,
𝑈𝑇𝑆

 (8) 

The effective R-ratio correction was applied to all specimen groups except the 45+ set 

because their residual stress value was not evaluated during the simulation procedure, as 

previously explained. The UTS value used in the calculation is obtained from the reference UTS 

value declared by the company’s data sheet and is equal to 414 [MPa] as reported in Table 8. 

Figure 61 shows the converted stress amplitudes vs. cycles to failure. The vertical 

specimens show a completely different trend compared to the other two directions. 

 
Figure 61- Fatigue strength of miniature samples in converted fully reverse loading 

condition considering the effect of residual stress. 
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The conversion shows an improved performance of the vertical samples that shift upward 

in comparison with the other orientation because they were affected by a severe tensile mean 

stress. The estimated strength after correction is 105 MPa. Orientation A and B exhibit a similar 

material response with fatigue strength, respectively, of 85 MPa and 60 MPa. Exponents and 

coefficients of the respective power law representations are given in Table 19. 

 

Table 19 - S-N power law coefficients and exponents and fatigue strength at 2 106 cycles 

is estimated for different specimen orientations in the condition of fully reverse loading. 

Miniature sample 
R=-1 

log(A) b R2 
Fatigue strength at 2 106 cycles 

𝜎 , [MPa] 
A- 16.42 -5.91 0.87 85 
B 13.15 -3.98 0.8 60 
C 11.68 -2.88 0.87 105 

 

The impact of residual stress on the mechanical response of L-PBF-produced parts has been 

revealed through the observation of directional behavior of miniature specimen performance. The 

convertion of the nominal applied stress at an effective R ratio influenced by the residual stress 

to a residual stress-free stress modified significantly the fatigue performance.  

A similar approach is used now to convert the fatigue response of the components 

experimentally tested at nominal load ratio R = 0,1 to an effective fatigue stress at the each critical 

location in the part at an equivalent R=-1 ratio. The residual stress at the critical location defines 

an effective load ratio 𝑅   and Goodman-Haigh relation provides 𝜎 , .  

The experimental nominal fatigue stress at the critical location, the residual stress at the 

same location as determined by process simulation and the effective stress 𝜎 ,  are listed in 

Table 21. 
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Table 20 – Fatigue test results of the directional miniature specimens corrected for the 
presence of residual stresses. 

Sample Cycles to failure 𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒏𝒐𝒎 𝑀𝑃𝑎  𝝈𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝑀𝑃𝑎  𝝈𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝑀𝑃𝑎  𝑅  
C 147000 142,7 185 327,7 0,56 
C 407800 102,4 185 287,4 0,64 
C 649600 96,3 185 281,3 0,66 
C 252600 117,0 185 302,0 0,61 
C 2000500 83,2 185 268,2 0,69 
C 175200 130,6 185 315,6 0,59 
C 2000700 88,8 185 273,8 0,68 
C 231500 128,8 185 313,8 0,59 
C 955800 102,4 185 287,4 0,64 
C 103000 148,1 185 333,1 0,56 
C 109800 149,9 185 334,9 0,55 
C 250700 107,7 185 292,7 0,63 
C 89100 160,6 185 345,6 0,54 
C 197900 119,6 185 304,6 0,61 
C 2000000 76,1 185 261,1 0,71 
C 63300 172,2 185 357,2 0,52 
C 512800 110,8 185 295,8 0,63       
B 156800 137,5 50 187,5 0,27 
B 225600 139,5 50 189,5 0,26 
B 74600 155,2 50 205,2 0,24 
B 650600 106,8 50 156,8 0,32 
B 1330400 105,3 50 155,3 0,32 
B 432200 112,4 50 162,4 0,31 
B 564000 94,7 50 144,7 0,35 
B 2000300 82,2 50 132,2 0,38       
A 2000600 121,6 3 124,6 0,024 
A 68800 180,6 3 183,6 0,016 
A 82000 166,5 3 169,5 0,018 
A 2000700 133,0 3 136,0 0,022 
A 175400 146,8 3 149,8 0,020 
A 157100 152,0 3 155,0 0,019 
A 346900 140,3 3 143,3 0,021 
A 2000800 132,9 3 135,9 0,022 
A 141600 157,8 3 160,8 0,019 
A 62800 170,1 3 173,1 0,017 
A 528100 141,2 3 144,2 0,021 
A 351800 135,0 3 138,0 0,022 
A 2000200 129,5 3 132,5 0,023 
A 104400 160,6 3 163,6 0,018 
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Table 21 – Nominal and effective experimental results of  fatigue test on L-PBF components 

and local residual stresses 

Specimen ID 
Test 

configuration 
Crack 

position 
 𝜎   
𝑀𝑃𝑎   

 𝜎   
𝑀𝑃𝑎   

Cycles to 
failure 

𝜎 ,   
𝑀𝑃𝑎  

   

A1 
TC1 M 24,5 285,99 156000 229,5  

TC2 S1 36 189,27 252900 128,7  

TC3 U 46,5 179,89 146000 124,8  

               

B1 
TC1 M 31,5 228 209000 165,2  

TC2 S2 40 145 678730 91,8  

TC3 U 47,5 154,27 686916 102,0  

               

A2 
TC1 M 24,5 342 15000 316,4  

TC2 S1 36 210,1 195000 149,1  

               

B2 
TC1 M 31,5 163,4 725777 104,0  

TC2 S2 40 160 1008000 104,2  

TC3 U 47,5 242,87 24000 194,3  

               

A3 

TC1_step1   24.5 124,184 
3488500 

72,0 
 

àrunout  

TC1_step2 M 24,5 186,352 459000 121,0  

TC2 S1 36 145,958 728782 91,3  

TC3 U 46,5 214,49 206796 160,1  

               

B3 
TC1   31,5 140,6 

2000000 
85,8 

 

à runout  

TC2 S2 40 210 107400 151,3  

TC3 U 47.5 196 11000 141,1  

 
 
 

Figure 62shows the converted stress amplitudes vs cycles to failure for the components 

when residual stress effect is compensated. The correlation factor R2, equivalent to 0.77, reported 

in Table 22, shows a good correlation of the results.  
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Figure 62 - Fatigue strength of A and B components after considering the effect of 
residual stress. 

 

Table 22 - S-N power law coefficients and exponents for components fatigue behavior at 
full reverse loading 

Component fully reverse 
fatigue strength R=-1 

log(A) b R2 Fatigue strength at 2 106 
cycles 𝜎 ,  [MPa] 

 
11.95 --3.08 0.77 90 

 

 

4.5 Assessment of the fatigue design methodology 
Initially the direct comparison of experimental data from specimens and from parts after 

the residual stress correction described in the previous section is shown in Figure 63. 

The comparison considered only the vertical C specimens. This choice lies in the fact that 

first this direction is usually the most widely used for the characterization of the basic properties, 

and secondly, the vertical orientation of the mini-samples is similar to that of the components, 

and therefore the surface roughness, the layer orientation wit respect to the applied stress and the 

microstructure are expected to be similar. The two experimental fatigue curves are close one 

another and thus highlight a strong similitude in the fatigue performance of these two 

configurations although they are geometrically different and with specific influencing factors.   
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The previous diagram compared experimental data from specimens and from parts because 

the aim of the research was to have significant information on the fatigue behavior of the 

components. 

 

  

Figure 63 – S-N plot comparing the fatigue strength of components and vertical 
miniature sample at full reverse loading condition. 

 

Now an alternative situation could be investigated. Given the reference fatigue S-N curve 

of the miniature C specimens, the live stress from FEA and residual stress from process simulation 

at a critical location of the L-PBF part are used to predict the fatigue life of the part. This would 

hold for othe part geometries provided that they are produced by L-PBF processing of AlSi10Mg 

powder.  

Figure 64 show the comparison between predicted and experimental lives for the different 

L-PBF parts and their different testing configurations. The approach slightly over estimate the 

component lives, that is longer lives of the component than its actual lives. 
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Figure 64 – Components comparison between experimental values and estimated 
values forecasted from fatigue vertical miniature samples. 

 

A possible contribution in that direction could be the stress gradient effect. Failures in the 

parts were at rounded notches, hence in presence of a stress gradient, while failure of the miniature 

specimens occurred on flat surfaces under the weak gradient due to bending.  

Nonetheless this first comparison suggests that the miniature sample method can be used 

to assess and predict the fatigue behavior of parts produced using L-PBF without having to 

conduct tests on actual parts.  
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5 Conclusions and outlook 
This thesis discussed the use of Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) to produce structural 

parts made of AlSi10Mg, highlighting the advantages and limitations of the technology and the 

challenges that need to be addressed in terms of material characterization, qualification, and 

applications. 

The main conclusions drawn from this thesis are: 

 

 The overall mechanical properties of materials produced by L-PBF are described 

by the combined effect of multiple factors identified in material microstructure, 

surface roughness, defects distribution, and residual stress. 

 The research gained insights into the design, development, and testing phases for 

a structural component made of L-PBF AlSi10Mg for its potential use in the 

automotive industry. A lower suspension arm of a car was used here as a case 

study. 

 Topology optimization and redesign tools allowed to obtain a 55% mass reduction 

and an improved stiffness-to-weight ratio with respect to the reference geometry. 

 Process simulation software was used for the optimization of the production 

process and was found valuable for the evaluation of the residual stress distribution 

within the parts. 

 The part has been analyzed using finite element analysis to assess its structural 

response under different testing conditions. Among the valuable data, the failure 

positions were found to be consistent with what was expected from FEA. 

 The optimized parts fabricated by L-PBF in two different orientations with respect 

to build direction showed a limited influence of the fatigue response on part 

orientation. 

 Directional miniature fatigue samples were produced alongside the optimized part; 

the experimental results of the miniature samples revealed a significant variation 

in fatigue strength depending on the orientation of the specimen. These variations 

were attributed to the different factors observed for each specific orientation, such 

as surface roughness and residual stress. 

 The effect of residual stress on loading conditions and their impact on the results 

has been studied, converting the miniature samples and components' fatigue 
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strength to a residual stress-free condition, and their impact was observed as 

remarkable. 

 A correlation model has been established to compare the fatigue behavior of the 

parts and of the samples, considering the impact of residual stress on the loading 

conditions. This provided valuable data that can be used to understand the effect 

of the production process and predict the fatigue performance of actual parts. 

 A preliminary approach for designing fatigue-critical components without the need 

for full-scale testing was identified but required further investigation and 

improvement. 

 

Unfortunately, this work was limited in time, but further studies are planned to be continued in 

the future 

 There is still a need for more fatigue data to be gathered to understand further the 

impact of various technological factors on the fatigue performance of these parts 

and be able to fully comprehend the causes of the directional fatigue behavior. 

 Additional consideration on defects distribution and material microstructure 

should be studied in future research to understand their impact on fatigue 

performance.  

 Assessing the applicability of the findings to several types of materials is important 

to support the design and development of fatigue-critical components and improve 

the production process. 
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